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Schedule and Budget

Anticipate 2 years to complete design + 2 years for construction

Phase I Run beginning in late 2021. Phase 2 two years later.

Details depend upon accelerator schedules.

LDMX Phase I+II costs are <$10M.

Funding in FY18 is critical to support engineering and technical design.
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ample evidence for existence of non-luminous form of matter 
• all based on gravitational effects 
• observed on vastly different scales (single galaxies up to entire Universe)
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Experiment Machine Type Ebeam ( GeV) Detection Mass range ( GeV) Sensitivity First beam Ref.

Future US initiatives

BDX CEBAF @ JLab electron BD 2.1-11 DM scatter 0.001 < m� < 0.1 y & 10�13 2019+ [211, 212]
COHERENT SNS @ ORNL proton BD 1 DM scatter m� < 0.06 y & 10�13 started [213, 214]
DarkLight LERF @ JLab electron FT 0.17 MMass (& vis.) 0.01 < mA0 < 0.08 ✏2 & 10�6 started [215]
LDMX DASEL @ SLAC electron FT 4 (8)* MMomentum m� < 0.4 ✏2 & 10�14 2020+ [216]
MMAPS Synchr @ Cornell positron FT 6 MMass 0.02 < mA0 < 0.075 ✏2 & 10�8 2020+ [217]
SBN BNB @ FNAL proton BD 8 DM scatter m� < 0.4 y ⇠ 10�12 2018+ [218, 219]
SeaQuest MI @ FNAL proton FT 120 vis. prompt 0.22 < mA0 < 9 ✏2 & 10�8 2017 [220]

vis. disp. mA0 < 2 ✏2 ⇠ 10�14
� 10�8

Future international initiatives

Belle II SuperKEKB @ KEK e+e� collider ⇠ 5.3 MMass (& vis.) 0 < m� < 10 ✏2 & 10�9 2018 [203]
MAGIX MESA @ Mami electron FT 0.105 vis. 0.01 < mA0 < 0.060 ✏2 & 10�9 2021-2022 [205]
PADME DA�NE @ Frascati positron FT 0.550 MMass mA0 < 0.024 ✏2 & 10�7 2018 [206, 207]
SHIP SPS @ CERN proton BD 400 DM scatter m� < 0.4 y & 10�12 2026+ [208, 209]
VEPP3 VEPP3 @ BINP positron FT 0.500 MMass 0.005 < mA0 < 0.022 ✏2 & 10�8 2019-2020 [210]

Current and completed initiatives

APEX CEBAF @ JLab electron FT 1.1-4.5 vis. 0.06 < mA0 < 0.55 ✏2 & 10�7 2018-2019 [197, 198]
BABAR PEP-II @ SLAC e+e� collider ⇠ 5.3 vis. 0.02 < mA0 < 10 ✏2 & 10�7 done [191, 229, 230]
Belle KEKB @ KEK e+e� collider ⇠ 5.3 vis. 0.1 < mA0 < 10.5 ✏2 & 10�7 done [231]
HPS CEBAF @ JLab electron FT 1.1-4.5 vis. 0.015 < mA0 < 0.5 ✏2 ⇠ 10�7** 2018-2020 [232]
NA/64 SPS @ CERN electron FT 100 MEnergy mA0 < 1 ✏2 & 10�10 started [186]
MiniBooNE BNB @ FNAL proton BD 8 DM scatter m� < 0.4 y & 10�9 done [188]
TREK K+ beam @ J-PARC K decays 0.240 vis. N/A N/A done [201, 202]

TABLE II: Summary table of current light DM experiments and future proposals. The sensitivities are quoted either for the kinetic mixing
or the variable y, whichever is most relevant (see the text and the corresponding figures for more detailed predictions). The range quoted for
experiments sensitive to both visible and invisible decays refers to the invisible case. Starting dates are subject to variations. Legend: beam
dump (BD), fixed target (FT), dark matter scattering (DM scatter), missing mass (MMass), missing momentum (MMomentum), missing
energy (MEnergy), prompt/displaced visible decays (vis). Notes: *LDMX beam energy is 4 GeV for phase I, and could be upgraded to
8 GeV for phase II. **Sensitivity to displaced vertices under study.
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US Cosmic Visions: New Ideas in Dark Matter 2017 :
Community Report

Marco Battaglieri (SAC co-chair),1 Alberto Belloni (Coordinator),2 Aaron Chou (WG2
Convener),3 Priscilla Cushman (Coordinator),4 Bertrand Echenard (WG3 Convener),5

Rouven Essig (WG1 Convener),6 Juan Estrada (WG1 Convener),3 Jonathan L. Feng
(WG4 Convener),7 Brenna Flaugher (Coordinator),3 Patrick J. Fox (WG4 Convener),3

Peter Graham (WG2 Convener),8 Carter Hall (Coordinator),2 Roni Harnik (SAC
member),3 JoAnne Hewett (Coordinator),9, 8 Joseph Incandela (Coordinator),10 Eder

Izaguirre (WG3 Convener),11 Daniel McKinsey (WG1 Convener),12 Matthew Pyle (SAC
member),12 Natalie Roe (Coordinator),13 Gray Rybka (SAC member),14 Pierre Sikivie
(SAC member),15 Tim M.P. Tait (SAC member),7 Natalia Toro (SAC co-chair),9, 16

Richard Van De Water (SAC member),17 Neal Weiner (SAC member),18 Kathryn
Zurek (SAC member),13, 12 Eric Adelberger,14 Andrei Afanasev,19 Derbin Alexander,20

James Alexander,21 Vasile Cristian Antochi,22 David Mark Asner,23 Howard Baer,24

Dipanwita Banerjee,25 Elisabetta Baracchini,26 Phillip Barbeau,27 Joshua Barrow,28

Noemie Bastidon,29 James Battat,30 Stephen Benson,31 Asher Berlin,9 Mark Bird,32 Nikita
Blinov,9 Kimberly K. Boddy,33 Mariangela Bond̀ı,34 Walter M. Bonivento,35 Mark

Boulay,36 James Boyce,37, 31 Maxime Brodeur,38 Leah Broussard,39 Ranny Budnik,40 Philip
Bunting,12 Marc Ca↵ee,41 Sabato Stefano Caiazza,42 Sheldon Campbell,7 Tongtong Cao,43

Gianpaolo Carosi,44 Massimo Carpinelli,45, 46 Gianluca Cavoto,22 Andrea Celentano,1 Jae
Hyeok Chang,6 Swapan Chattopadhyay,3, 47 Alvaro Chavarria,48 Chien-Yi Chen,49, 16

Kenneth Clark,50 John Clarke,12 Owen Colegrove,10 Jonathon Coleman,51 David Cooke,25

Robert Cooper,52 Michael Crisler,23, 3 Paolo Crivelli,25 Francesco D’Eramo,53, 54 Domenico
D’Urso,45, 46 Eric Dahl,29 William Dawson,44 Marzio De Napoli,34 Ra↵aella De Vita,1

Patrick DeNiverville,55 Stephen Derenzo,13 Antonia Di Crescenzo,56, 57 Emanuele Di
Marco,58 Keith R. Dienes,59, 2 Milind Diwan,11 Dongwi Handiipondola Dongwi,43 Alex
Drlica-Wagner,3 Sebastian Ellis,60 Anthony Chigbo Ezeribe,61, 62 Glennys Farrar,18

Francesc Ferrer,63 Enectali Figueroa-Feliciano,64 Alessandra Filippi,65 Giuliana Fiorillo,66

Bartosz Fornal,67 Arne Freyberger,31 Claudia Frugiuele,40 Cristian Galbiati,68 Iftah
Galon,7 Susan Gardner,69 Andrew Geraci,70 Gilles Gerbier,71 Mathew Graham,9 Edda
Gschwendtner,72 Christopher Hearty,73, 74 Jaret Heise,75 Reyco Henning,76 Richard J.
Hill,16, 3 David Hitlin,5 Yonit Hochberg,21, 77 Jason Hogan,8 Maurik Holtrop,78 Ziqing

Hong,29 Todd Hossbach,23 T. B. Humensky,79 Philip Ilten,80 Kent Irwin,8, 9 John Jaros,9

Robert Johnson,53 Matthew Jones,41 Yonatan Kahn,68 Narbe Kalantarians,81 Manoj
Kaplinghat,7 Rakshya Khatiwada,14 Simon Knapen,13, 12 Michael Kohl,43, 31 Chris

Kouvaris,82 Jonathan Kozaczuk,83 Gordan Krnjaic,3 Valery Kubarovsky,31 Eric Kuflik,21, 77

Alexander Kusenko,84, 85 Rafael Lang,41 Kyle Leach,86 Tongyan Lin,12, 13 Mariangela
Lisanti,68 Jing Liu,87 Kun Liu,17 Ming Liu,17 Dinesh Loomba,88 Joseph Lykken,3 Katherine
Mack,89 Jeremiah Mans,4 Humphrey Maris,90 Thomas Markiewicz,9 Luca Marsicano,1 C.
J. Marto↵,91 Giovanni Mazzitelli,26 Christopher McCabe,92 Samuel D. McDermott,6 Art
McDonald,71 Bryan McKinnon,93 Dongming Mei,87 Tom Melia,13, 85 Gerald A. Miller,14

Kentaro Miuchi,94 Sahara Mohammed Prem Nazeer,43 Omar Moreno,9 Vasiliy Morozov,31

Frederic Mouton,61 Holger Mueller,12 Alexander Murphy,95 Russell Neilson,96 Tim
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Dark Sectors 2016 Workshop: Community Report

Jim Alexander (VDP Convener),1 Marco Battaglieri (DMA Convener),2 Bertrand
Echenard (RDS Convener),3 Rouven Essig (Organizer),4, ⇤ Matthew Graham

(Organizer),5, † Eder Izaguirre (DMA Convener),6 John Jaros (Organizer),5, ‡ Gordan
Krnjaic (DMA Convener),7 Jeremy Mardon (DD Convener),8 David Morrissey (RDS

Convener),9 Tim Nelson (Organizer),5, § Maxim Perelstein (VDP Convener),1 Matt Pyle
(DD Convener),10 Adam Ritz (DMA Convener),11 Philip Schuster (Organizer),5, 6, ¶ Brian
Shuve (RDS Convener),5 Natalia Toro (Organizer),5, 6, ⇤⇤ Richard G Van De Water (DMA
Convener),12 Daniel Akerib,5, 13 Haipeng An,3 Konrad Aniol,14 Isaac J. Arnquist,15 David
M. Asner,15 Henning O. Back,15 Keith Baker,16 Nathan Baltzell,17 Dipanwita Banerjee,18

Brian Batell,19 Daniel Bauer,7 James Beacham,20 Jay Benesch,17 James Bjorken,5 Nikita
Blinov,5 Celine Boehm,21 Mariangela Bond́ı,22 Walter Bonivento,23 Fabio Bossi,24

Stanley J. Brodsky,5 Ran Budnik,25 Stephen Bueltmann,26 Masroor H. Bukhari,27

Raymond Bunker,15 Massimo Carpinelli,28, 29 Concetta Cartaro,5 David Cassel,1, 5 Gianluca
Cavoto,30 Andrea Celentano,2 Animesh Chaterjee,31 Saptarshi Chaudhuri,8 Gabriele
Chiodini,24 Hsiao-Mei Sherry Cho,5 Eric D. Church,15 D. A. Cooke,18 Jodi Cooley,32

Robert Cooper,33 Ross Corliss,34 Paolo Crivelli,18 Francesca Curciarello,35 Annalisa
D’Angelo,36, 37 Hooman Davoudiasl,38 Marzio De Napoli,22 Ra↵aella De Vita,2 Achim
Denig,39 Patrick deNiverville,11 Abhay Deshpande,40 Ranjan Dharmapalan,41 Bogdan
Dobrescu,7 Sergey Donskov,42 Raphael Dupre,43 Juan Estrada,7 Stuart Fegan,39 Torben

Ferber,44 Clive Field,5 Enectali Figueroa-Feliciano,45 Alessandra Filippi,46 Bartosz
Fornal,47 Arne Freyberger,17 Alexander Friedland,5 Iftach Galon,47 Susan Gardner,48, 47

Francois-Xavier Girod,17 Sergei Gninenko,49 Andrey Golutvin,50 Stefania Gori,51 Christoph
Grab,18 Enrico Graziani,52 Keith Gri�oen,53 Andrew Haas,54 Keisuke Harigaya,10, 55

Christopher Hearty,44 Scott Hertel,10, 55 JoAnne Hewett,5 Andrew Hime,15 David Hitlin,3

Yonit Hochberg,10, 55, 1 Roy J. Holt,41 Maurik Holtrop,56 Eric W. Hoppe,15 Todd W.
Hossbach,15 Lauren Hsu,7 Phil Ilten,34 Joe Incandela,57 Gianluca Inguglia,58 Kent Irwin,5

Igal Jaegle,59 Robert P. Johnson,60 Yonatan Kahn,61 Grzegorz Kalicy,62 Zhong-Bo Kang,12

Vardan Khachatryan,4 Venelin Kozhuharov,63 N. V. Krasnikov,49 Valery Kubarovsky,17

Eric Kuflik,1 Noah Kurinsky,5, 8 Ranjan Laha,13, 8 Gaia Lanfranchi,35 Dale Li,5 Tongyan
Lin,10, 55 Mariangela Lisanti,61 Kun Liu,12 Ming Liu,12 Ben Loer,15 Dinesh Loomba,64

Valery E. Lyubovitskij,65, 66, 67 Aaron Manalaysay,68 Giuseppe Mandaglio,69 Jeremiah
Mans,70 W. J. Marciano,38 Thomas Markiewicz,5 Luca Marsicano,2 Takashi Maruyama,5

Victor A. Matveev,49 David McKeen,71 Bryan McKinnon,72 Dan McKinsey,10 Harald
Merkel,39 Jeremy Mock,68 Maria Elena Monzani,5 Omar Moreno,5 Corina Nantais,73

Sebouh Paul,53 Michael Peskin,5 Vladimir Poliakov,74 Antonio D Polosa,75, 76 Maxim
Pospelov,6, 11 Igor Rachek,77 Balint Radics,18 Mauro Raggi,30 Nunzio Randazzo,22 Blair
Ratcli↵,5 Alessandro Rizzo,36, 37 Thomas Rizzo,5 Alan Robinson,7 Andre Rubbia,18 David

Rubin,1 Dylan Rueter,8 Tarek Saab,78 Elena Santopinto,2 Richard Schnee,79 Jessie
Shelton,80 Gabriele Simi,81, 82 Ani Simonyan,43 Valeria Sipala,28, 29 Oren Slone,83 Elton
Smith,17 Daniel Snowden-I↵t,84 Matthew Solt,5 Peter Sorensen,10, 55 Yotam Soreq,34

Stefania Spagnolo,24, 85 James Spencer,5 Stepan Stepanyan,17 Jan Strube,15 Michael
Sullivan,5 Arun S. Tadepalli,86 Tim Tait,47 Mauro Taiuti,2, 87 Philip Tanedo,88 Rex
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https://home.cern/scientists/updates/2016/05/cern-
launches-physics-beyond-colliders-study-group

arxiv:1608.08632

arxiv:1707.04591
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representative benchmark model: Dark (Heavy) Photon (A’) 
• spin-1 particle, mass mA’ ≠ 0 (MeV - GeV)  
• mixes with photon (ε)
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y = ↵D"2
m4

�

m4
A0

<latexit sha1_base64="vdsmai1xY0n3oxswtiQXNlyQvfA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdsmai1xY0n3oxswtiQXNlyQvfA=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vdsmai1xY0n3oxswtiQXNlyQvfA=">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</latexit>
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 Four “minimal” LDM 
scenarios:

– Dirac fermion
– (Elastic) Complex Scalar

– Majorana (Inelastic)
 fermion

– (Inelastic) Complex Scalar

Landscape of Scenarios

The four minimal models all have a 
thermal DM parameter range of interest!
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not allowed 
down here!
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What about MA′ > 2MDM?

Assume abundance of light dark 
matter with dark photon 
interaction is determined by 
thermal origins.

Can calculate minimum cross 
section allowed to avoid producing 
too much DM.

Defines a parameter space with 
clear targets for light DM searches.

{
DM annihilation

A0 �

�

�̄

e�

e+

1

+ other modes↵D

✏ ↵

�v ⇠ ↵D✏2↵⇥
m2

�

m4
A0

⇥m2
� ⇥ 1

m2
�

×

y ≡ dimensionless parameter
controlling cross-section
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Current constraints

• Some assumptions are needed to plot constraints from 
missing mass/momentum/energy experiments

• We choose very conservative parameters: αD = 0.5 and mA/mχ = 3.
• These parameters lead to weak(est) constraints

For smaller values of αD or larger mass ratio, the constraints are weaker, while the 
targets are invariant.

clear experimental 
thermal targets

conservative: ↵D = 0.5
<latexit sha1_base64="D9/JU79eEHPbWtx2u9BV2UIcnMY=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BFvBU0kKohehqAePFewHtLFMtpt26WYTdjdKCf0fXjwo4tX/4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2Fmnh9zprTjfFu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0FRRIgltkIhHsu2jopwJ2tBMc9qOJcXQ57Tlj66nfuuRSsUica/HMfVCHAgWMILaSA/lLvJ4iL2bS6dyVu4VS07FmcFeJm5GSpCh3it+dfsRSUIqNOGoVMd1Yu2lKDUjnE4K3UTRGMkIB7RjqMCQKi+dXT2xT4zSt4NImhLanqm/J1IMlRqHvukMUQ/VojcV//M6iQ4uvJSJONFUkPmiIOG2juxpBHafSUo0HxuCRDJzq02GKJFoE1TBhOAuvrxMmtWK61Tcu2qpdpXFkYcjOIZTcOEcanALdWgAAQnP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PWnJXNHMIfWJ8/alaRIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D9/JU79eEHPbWtx2u9BV2UIcnMY=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BFvBU0kKohehqAePFewHtLFMtpt26WYTdjdKCf0fXjwo4tX/4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2Fmnh9zprTjfFu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0FRRIgltkIhHsu2jopwJ2tBMc9qOJcXQ57Tlj66nfuuRSsUica/HMfVCHAgWMILaSA/lLvJ4iL2bS6dyVu4VS07FmcFeJm5GSpCh3it+dfsRSUIqNOGoVMd1Yu2lKDUjnE4K3UTRGMkIB7RjqMCQKi+dXT2xT4zSt4NImhLanqm/J1IMlRqHvukMUQ/VojcV//M6iQ4uvJSJONFUkPmiIOG2juxpBHafSUo0HxuCRDJzq02GKJFoE1TBhOAuvrxMmtWK61Tcu2qpdpXFkYcjOIZTcOEcanALdWgAAQnP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PWnJXNHMIfWJ8/alaRIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D9/JU79eEHPbWtx2u9BV2UIcnMY=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BFvBU0kKohehqAePFewHtLFMtpt26WYTdjdKCf0fXjwo4tX/4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2Fmnh9zprTjfFu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0FRRIgltkIhHsu2jopwJ2tBMc9qOJcXQ57Tlj66nfuuRSsUica/HMfVCHAgWMILaSA/lLvJ4iL2bS6dyVu4VS07FmcFeJm5GSpCh3it+dfsRSUIqNOGoVMd1Yu2lKDUjnE4K3UTRGMkIB7RjqMCQKi+dXT2xT4zSt4NImhLanqm/J1IMlRqHvukMUQ/VojcV//M6iQ4uvJSJONFUkPmiIOG2juxpBHafSUo0HxuCRDJzq02GKJFoE1TBhOAuvrxMmtWK61Tcu2qpdpXFkYcjOIZTcOEcanALdWgAAQnP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PWnJXNHMIfWJ8/alaRIQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="D9/JU79eEHPbWtx2u9BV2UIcnMY=">AAAB9XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BFvBU0kKohehqAePFewHtLFMtpt26WYTdjdKCf0fXjwo4tX/4s1/47bNQVsfDDzem2Fmnh9zprTjfFu5ldW19Y38ZmFre2d3r7h/0FRRIgltkIhHsu2jopwJ2tBMc9qOJcXQ57Tlj66nfuuRSsUica/HMfVCHAgWMILaSA/lLvJ4iL2bS6dyVu4VS07FmcFeJm5GSpCh3it+dfsRSUIqNOGoVMd1Yu2lKDUjnE4K3UTRGMkIB7RjqMCQKi+dXT2xT4zSt4NImhLanqm/J1IMlRqHvukMUQ/VojcV//M6iQ4uvJSJONFUkPmiIOG2juxpBHafSUo0HxuCRDJzq02GKJFoE1TBhOAuvrxMmtWK61Tcu2qpdpXFkYcjOIZTcOEcanALdWgAAQnP8Apv1pP1Yr1bH/PWnJXNHMIfWJ8/alaRIQ==</latexit>

Toro & Krnjaic

m�

mA0
= 1

3
<latexit sha1_base64="S7GRjbVJeOovkYd+E+DMfZxMq7Y=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiWgrmKqkDLAgFVgYi0QvUhNFjuu0Vh0nsh2kKvITsPAqLAwgxMrMxtvgtBmg5ZcsffrPOTo+f5BQIqRtfxulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z9w/6Io45Qh3UExj3g+gwJQw3JFEUtxPOIZRQHEvmNzk9d4D5oLE7F5OE+xFcMRISBCU2vLNes0NOURZ5GcuGhOlcro6Uepy7jsqO1M136zaDXsmaxmcAqqgUNs3v9xhjNIIM4koFGLg2In0MsglQRSripsKnEA0gSM80MhghIWXzc5RVl07QyuMuX5MWjP390QGIyGmUaA7IyjHYrGWm//VBqkML7yMsCSVmKH5ojClloytPBtrSDhGkk41QMSJ/quFxlDHIHWCFR2Cs3jyMnSbDcduOHfNauu6iKMMjsAxOAUOOActcAvaoAMQeATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS0Yxcwj+yPj8AXMqnFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7GRjbVJeOovkYd+E+DMfZxMq7Y=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiWgrmKqkDLAgFVgYi0QvUhNFjuu0Vh0nsh2kKvITsPAqLAwgxMrMxtvgtBmg5ZcsffrPOTo+f5BQIqRtfxulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z9w/6Io45Qh3UExj3g+gwJQw3JFEUtxPOIZRQHEvmNzk9d4D5oLE7F5OE+xFcMRISBCU2vLNes0NOURZ5GcuGhOlcro6Uepy7jsqO1M136zaDXsmaxmcAqqgUNs3v9xhjNIIM4koFGLg2In0MsglQRSripsKnEA0gSM80MhghIWXzc5RVl07QyuMuX5MWjP390QGIyGmUaA7IyjHYrGWm//VBqkML7yMsCSVmKH5ojClloytPBtrSDhGkk41QMSJ/quFxlDHIHWCFR2Cs3jyMnSbDcduOHfNauu6iKMMjsAxOAUOOActcAvaoAMQeATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS0Yxcwj+yPj8AXMqnFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7GRjbVJeOovkYd+E+DMfZxMq7Y=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiWgrmKqkDLAgFVgYi0QvUhNFjuu0Vh0nsh2kKvITsPAqLAwgxMrMxtvgtBmg5ZcsffrPOTo+f5BQIqRtfxulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z9w/6Io45Qh3UExj3g+gwJQw3JFEUtxPOIZRQHEvmNzk9d4D5oLE7F5OE+xFcMRISBCU2vLNes0NOURZ5GcuGhOlcro6Uepy7jsqO1M136zaDXsmaxmcAqqgUNs3v9xhjNIIM4koFGLg2In0MsglQRSripsKnEA0gSM80MhghIWXzc5RVl07QyuMuX5MWjP390QGIyGmUaA7IyjHYrGWm//VBqkML7yMsCSVmKH5ojClloytPBtrSDhGkk41QMSJ/quFxlDHIHWCFR2Cs3jyMnSbDcduOHfNauu6iKMMjsAxOAUOOActcAvaoAMQeATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS0Yxcwj+yPj8AXMqnFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LXHMe9CayO2Dpj6kvaAwweFsM3c=">AAACA3icbZC9TsMwFIVvyl8pBQori0VbwVQlMMCCBGJhLBL9kZooclynteo4ke0gVVGegIVXYWEAId6BjbfBaTtAy5EsfTrH1vU9QcKZ0rb9bZXW1jc2t8rblZ3q7t5+7aDaVXEqCe2QmMeyH2BFORO0o5nmtJ9IiqOA014wuS3y3iOVisXiQU8T6kV4JFjICNbG8mvNhhtKTLLIz1wyZnle0M1Jnl/NfSfPzvOGX6vbLXsmtArOAuqwUNuvfbnDmKQRFZpwrNTAsRPtZVhqRjjNK26qaILJBI/owKDAEVVeNlsnR03jDFEYS3OERjP394sMR0pNo8DcjLAeq+WsMP/LBqkOL72MiSTVVJD5oDDlSMeo6AYNmaRE86kBTCQzf0VkjE0N2jRYMSU4yyuvQves5dgt596GMhzBMZyCAxdwDXfQhg4QeIIXeIN369l6tT7mdZWsRW+H8EfW5w+9C5rd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LXHMe9CayO2Dpj6kvaAwweFsM3c=">AAACA3icbZC9TsMwFIVvyl8pBQori0VbwVQlMMCCBGJhLBL9kZooclynteo4ke0gVVGegIVXYWEAId6BjbfBaTtAy5EsfTrH1vU9QcKZ0rb9bZXW1jc2t8rblZ3q7t5+7aDaVXEqCe2QmMeyH2BFORO0o5nmtJ9IiqOA014wuS3y3iOVisXiQU8T6kV4JFjICNbG8mvNhhtKTLLIz1wyZnle0M1Jnl/NfSfPzvOGX6vbLXsmtArOAuqwUNuvfbnDmKQRFZpwrNTAsRPtZVhqRjjNK26qaILJBI/owKDAEVVeNlsnR03jDFEYS3OERjP394sMR0pNo8DcjLAeq+WsMP/LBqkOL72MiSTVVJD5oDDlSMeo6AYNmaRE86kBTCQzf0VkjE0N2jRYMSU4yyuvQves5dgt596GMhzBMZyCAxdwDXfQhg4QeIIXeIN369l6tT7mdZWsRW+H8EfW5w+9C5rd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="12ln2GXqTW7Ia+R6Zn8fGbRSY2A=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIYdrqXcAowsFm0FU5XAAAtSgYWxSPQiNVHluE5r1XEi20GqIj8BC6/CwgBCrMxsvA1OmwFafsnSp/+co+PzBwmjUjnOt7W0vLK6tl7aKG9ube/s2nv7bRmnApMWjlksugGShFFOWooqRrqJICgKGOkE45u83nkgQtKY36tJQvwIDTkNKUbKWH27VvVCgXAW9TMPj6jWOV0da305812dnelq3644dWcquAhuARVQqNm3v7xBjNOIcIUZkrLnOonyMyQUxYzospdKkiA8RkPSM8hRRKSfTc/RsGacAQxjYR5XcOr+nshQJOUkCkxnhNRIztdy879aL1XhhZ9RnqSKcDxbFKYMqhjm2cABFQQrNjGAsKDmrxCPkIlBmQTLJgR3/uRFaJ/WXafu3jmVxnURRwkcgiNwAlxwDhrgFjRBC2DwCJ7BK3iznqwX6936mLUuWcXMAfgj6/MHcoqcUg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7GRjbVJeOovkYd+E+DMfZxMq7Y=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiWgrmKqkDLAgFVgYi0QvUhNFjuu0Vh0nsh2kKvITsPAqLAwgxMrMxtvgtBmg5ZcsffrPOTo+f5BQIqRtfxulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z9w/6Io45Qh3UExj3g+gwJQw3JFEUtxPOIZRQHEvmNzk9d4D5oLE7F5OE+xFcMRISBCU2vLNes0NOURZ5GcuGhOlcro6Uepy7jsqO1M136zaDXsmaxmcAqqgUNs3v9xhjNIIM4koFGLg2In0MsglQRSripsKnEA0gSM80MhghIWXzc5RVl07QyuMuX5MWjP390QGIyGmUaA7IyjHYrGWm//VBqkML7yMsCSVmKH5ojClloytPBtrSDhGkk41QMSJ/quFxlDHIHWCFR2Cs3jyMnSbDcduOHfNauu6iKMMjsAxOAUOOActcAvaoAMQeATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS0Yxcwj+yPj8AXMqnFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7GRjbVJeOovkYd+E+DMfZxMq7Y=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiWgrmKqkDLAgFVgYi0QvUhNFjuu0Vh0nsh2kKvITsPAqLAwgxMrMxtvgtBmg5ZcsffrPOTo+f5BQIqRtfxulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z9w/6Io45Qh3UExj3g+gwJQw3JFEUtxPOIZRQHEvmNzk9d4D5oLE7F5OE+xFcMRISBCU2vLNes0NOURZ5GcuGhOlcro6Uepy7jsqO1M136zaDXsmaxmcAqqgUNs3v9xhjNIIM4koFGLg2In0MsglQRSripsKnEA0gSM80MhghIWXzc5RVl07QyuMuX5MWjP390QGIyGmUaA7IyjHYrGWm//VBqkML7yMsCSVmKH5ojClloytPBtrSDhGkk41QMSJ/quFxlDHIHWCFR2Cs3jyMnSbDcduOHfNauu6iKMMjsAxOAUOOActcAvaoAMQeATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS0Yxcwj+yPj8AXMqnFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7GRjbVJeOovkYd+E+DMfZxMq7Y=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiWgrmKqkDLAgFVgYi0QvUhNFjuu0Vh0nsh2kKvITsPAqLAwgxMrMxtvgtBmg5ZcsffrPOTo+f5BQIqRtfxulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z9w/6Io45Qh3UExj3g+gwJQw3JFEUtxPOIZRQHEvmNzk9d4D5oLE7F5OE+xFcMRISBCU2vLNes0NOURZ5GcuGhOlcro6Uepy7jsqO1M136zaDXsmaxmcAqqgUNs3v9xhjNIIM4koFGLg2In0MsglQRSripsKnEA0gSM80MhghIWXzc5RVl07QyuMuX5MWjP390QGIyGmUaA7IyjHYrGWm//VBqkML7yMsCSVmKH5ojClloytPBtrSDhGkk41QMSJ/quFxlDHIHWCFR2Cs3jyMnSbDcduOHfNauu6iKMMjsAxOAUOOActcAvaoAMQeATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS0Yxcwj+yPj8AXMqnFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7GRjbVJeOovkYd+E+DMfZxMq7Y=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiWgrmKqkDLAgFVgYi0QvUhNFjuu0Vh0nsh2kKvITsPAqLAwgxMrMxtvgtBmg5ZcsffrPOTo+f5BQIqRtfxulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z9w/6Io45Qh3UExj3g+gwJQw3JFEUtxPOIZRQHEvmNzk9d4D5oLE7F5OE+xFcMRISBCU2vLNes0NOURZ5GcuGhOlcro6Uepy7jsqO1M136zaDXsmaxmcAqqgUNs3v9xhjNIIM4koFGLg2In0MsglQRSripsKnEA0gSM80MhghIWXzc5RVl07QyuMuX5MWjP390QGIyGmUaA7IyjHYrGWm//VBqkML7yMsCSVmKH5ojClloytPBtrSDhGkk41QMSJ/quFxlDHIHWCFR2Cs3jyMnSbDcduOHfNauu6iKMMjsAxOAUOOActcAvaoAMQeATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS0Yxcwj+yPj8AXMqnFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7GRjbVJeOovkYd+E+DMfZxMq7Y=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiWgrmKqkDLAgFVgYi0QvUhNFjuu0Vh0nsh2kKvITsPAqLAwgxMrMxtvgtBmg5ZcsffrPOTo+f5BQIqRtfxulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z9w/6Io45Qh3UExj3g+gwJQw3JFEUtxPOIZRQHEvmNzk9d4D5oLE7F5OE+xFcMRISBCU2vLNes0NOURZ5GcuGhOlcro6Uepy7jsqO1M136zaDXsmaxmcAqqgUNs3v9xhjNIIM4koFGLg2In0MsglQRSripsKnEA0gSM80MhghIWXzc5RVl07QyuMuX5MWjP390QGIyGmUaA7IyjHYrGWm//VBqkML7yMsCSVmKH5ojClloytPBtrSDhGkk41QMSJ/quFxlDHIHWCFR2Cs3jyMnSbDcduOHfNauu6iKMMjsAxOAUOOActcAvaoAMQeATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS0Yxcwj+yPj8AXMqnFQ=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S7GRjbVJeOovkYd+E+DMfZxMq7Y=">AAACDnicbZC7TsMwFIadcivlFmBkiWgrmKqkDLAgFVgYi0QvUhNFjuu0Vh0nsh2kKvITsPAqLAwgxMrMxtvgtBmg5ZcsffrPOTo+f5BQIqRtfxulldW19Y3yZmVre2d3z9w/6Io45Qh3UExj3g+gwJQw3JFEUtxPOIZRQHEvmNzk9d4D5oLE7F5OE+xFcMRISBCU2vLNes0NOURZ5GcuGhOlcro6Uepy7jsqO1M136zaDXsmaxmcAqqgUNs3v9xhjNIIM4koFGLg2In0MsglQRSripsKnEA0gSM80MhghIWXzc5RVl07QyuMuX5MWjP390QGIyGmUaA7IyjHYrGWm//VBqkML7yMsCSVmKH5ojClloytPBtrSDhGkk41QMSJ/quFxlDHIHWCFR2Cs3jyMnSbDcduOHfNauu6iKMMjsAxOAUOOActcAvaoAMQeATP4BW8GU/Gi/FufMxbS0Yxcwj+yPj8AXMqnFQ=</latexit>
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Figure 1: Classification of dominant DM annihilation and mediator decay channels
in the benchmark dark photon (A0) mediated scenario for di↵erent mA0/m� ratios
were f is a charged SM fermion – similar categorizations exist for other mediators.
Also, the same classification holds for Majorana-DM, with the substitution (�, �̄) !

(�1, �2). (a) In the left column, the mediator is lighter than the DM, so for ✏e ⌧

gD the dominant annihilation is in the “secluded” channel, which is independent of
the mediator coupling to the SM. This scenario has no direct thermal target; every
arbitrarily small values of ✏ are compatible with a thermal annihilation rate. (b) The
middle column represents the m� < mA0 < 2m� window in which the annihilation
rate is sensitive to ✏ but the mediator decays visibly. This regime has a predictive
thermal relic target, which can be tested by probing su�ciently small values of ✏ in
searches for visibly decaying dark photos (e.g. HPS, APEX, Belle II). (c) The right
column where mA0 > 2m� o↵ers ample parameter space with a predictive thermal
target and features mediators that decay invisibly to DM states. Since �v / ✏

2
↵D

this scenario has a thermal target which can be probed by testing su�ciently small
values of this combination at BDX, whose signal yield scales as the same combination
of input parameters.

2.1 Important Variations

2.1.1 Inelastic Dark Matter (iDM)

If the A
0 couples to a DM fermion with both Dirac and Majorana masses, the leading

interaction is generically o↵-diagonal and

A
0
µ
J
µ

DM
! A

0
µ
�̄1�

µ
�2 , (6)

where the usual Dirac fermion � decomposes into two Majorana (“pseudo-Dirac”)
states �1,2 with masses m1,2 split by an amount �. This kind of scenario is well moti-

12

secluded direct annihilation

invisiblevisible

prompt decay (resonance feature)
long-lived (displaced decay)

missing…  
    … mass 
    … energy 
    … momentum 
rescattering
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reanalysis of E137 data (1988), “proof of principle" 
• search for neutral metastable penetrating particles 
• 20 GeV electrons on SLAC beam dump, total of 2x1020 EoT 2
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FIG. 1. Top: Layout of the E137 experiment (adapted from
Fig. 2 in [35]). Middle and Bottom: An electron beam hits an
aluminum target, creating DM particles � via bremsstrahlung
of A0 (bottom left). The � traverse a ⇠ 179 m deep hill and
another ⇠ 204 m-long open region before scattering o↵ elec-
trons (bottom right), which are detected in an electromagnetic
shower calorimeter.

can detect charged particles or photons produced by the
hypothetical particles coming from the dump. The de-
tector also employed multiwire proportional chambers to
achieve superb angular resolution, rendering it sensitive
to directional information that was crucial in eliminating
(cosmic) background. Two experimental runs were per-
formed. The lateral dimensions of the detector were 2m
⇥ 3m during Run 1 and 3m ⇥ 3m in Run 2. The number
of electrons on target was ⇠ 10 C (⇠ 20 C) in Run 1
(Run 2).

The original analysis in [35] searched for axion-like
particles decaying to e+e�, or photinos decaying to a
photon and gravitino. No events were observed that
passed quality cuts, pointed back to the dump, and had a
shower energy above 1 GeV, placing strong limits on ax-
ions/photinos. In [40], the results were used to set strong
constraints on the visible decay A0

! e+e�.

Here, we will use the E137 results to set strong con-
straints on sub-GeV DM, �, see Fig. 1 (middle and bot-
tom). We focus on scenarios where �’s are produced from
an on-shell A0 that decays invisibly to ��̄ or via an o↵-
shell A0. Such � inherit a significant portion of the beam
energy and travel in the extreme-forward direction; an
O(1) fraction of the produced � thus intersect the E137

detector and can scatter with electrons in the calorimeter
material. The ejected electrons will initiate an energetic
electromagnetic shower of the type constrained by the
E137 search. With no observed events, and conserva-
tively assuming no expected background events, we em-
ploy a Poisson 95% C.L. limit of N95 = 3 events. Below,
we shall calculate the number of signal events for a fixed
m� as function of mA0 , ✏, and ↵D, and derive bounds in
this parameter space by requiring less than 3 events.
SIGNAL RATE CALCULATION. We
have employed a Monte-Carlo simulation using
MadGraph5 aMC@NLO v2.1.1 [41] to generate DM
events produced in electron-aluminum nucleus collisions,
e�N ! e�NA0(⇤)

! e�N��̄ (where N is a nucleus with
Z = 13, A = 27), and to calculate the total DM pro-
duction cross section, ���̄ (we checked all our numerical
results against analytic formulas [18, 40, 42]). We include
the form factor of the aluminum nucleus [40, 42], which
accounts for coherent scattering, as well as nuclear and
atomic screening. The model (1) is implemented using
FeynRules 2.0 [43]. We take the thickness of the target
to be one radiation length, a reasonable approximation
that accounts for beam degradation [18, 40]. The total
number of � produced is then

N� = 2���̄ Ne XAl NA/AAl , (2)

where Ne = 30 C, XAl = 24.3 g cm�2, NA is Avogadro’s
number, and AAl = 26.98 g/mol.

The fraction of � that intersect the detector, ✏acc, is
obtained from the Monte-Carlo simulation (and cross-
checked analytically) by selecting � that are produced
with angles tan ✓x < �x/L and tan ✓y < �y/L trans-
verse to the beam direction, where L = 383 m, �x =
1.5 m, and �y = 1 m (1.5 m) for Run 1 (2). The an-
gular distribution of scalars � produced through an A0 is
suppressed along the forward direction, which results in
a lower ✏acc compared to fermionic � [14, 18]. We then
take the energy distribution of the DM particles cross-
ing the detector, (1/Nacc

� )(dNacc
� /dE�), and convolute it

with the � � e� di↵erential scattering cross section,

d�f,s

dEe
= 4⇡✏2 ↵ ↵D

2meE2
�� ff,s(Ee)(Ee � me)

(E2
� � m2

�)(m2
A0 + 2meEe � 2m2

e)
2

,

(3)
where the subscripts f, s stand for fermion and scalar
�, respectively, ff (Ee) = 2meE� � meEe + m2

� + 2m2
e,

fs = 2meE� + m2
�, and Ee is the recoil electron energy.

To conform to the E137 signal region, we impose Ee >
Eth = 1 GeV and ✓e > 30 mrad, where ✓e is the angle
of the scattered electron, to obtain �cut

�e . The number of
expected signal events is then given by

N�e = N� ✏acc �cut
�e

X

i

ndet,i Ldet,i , (4)

where ndet,i (Ldet,i) denotes the e� number density
(length) of detector sub-layer i. To pass the trigger, �

Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 171802 (2014)

electromagnetic calorimeter

look for shower with: 
• E > 1 GeV 
• pointing back to dump 

0 observed —> N95 = 3

Phys. Rev. D 38, 3375 (1988) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2698
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FIG. 2. Top left: Constraints (95% C.L.) in the ✏ � mA0 plane for dark photons A0 decaying invisibly to light DM �, with
m� < 0.5 MeV. The SLAC E137 experiment excludes a Dirac fermion (red shading/red solid line) or complex scalar (red
long dashed) DM. We fix ↵D = 0.1 and assume an electron recoil threshold energy of Eth = 1 GeV in the E137 detector
(for comparison, the red dotted line shows Eth = 3 GeV for a fermionic �). Also shown are constraints from the anomalous
magnetic moment of the electron (ae, 2�, blue dashed) and muon (aµ, 5�, dark green dashed), and a light-green dashed region
in which the A0 explains the aµ discrepancy. Other model-dependent constraints (see text for details), arise from LSND (yellow
solid), SLAC mQ experiment (cyan solid), BABAR (blue dotted), and BNL E787 and E949 (brown dotted). The inset focuses
on mA0 = 100 � 300 MeV. Top right and Bottom left: Same as top left but for m� = 10 MeV and 50 MeV, respectively.
Above the black solid line, the thermal relic abundance of a scalar � satisfies ⌦�  ⌦DM; the region above the blue solid
line is excluded if � can scatter o↵ electrons in the XENON10 experiment, assuming � makes up all the DM; the light gray
regions/dotted lines are excluded from searches for A0 ! e+e� (if this mode is available for mA0 < 2m�) in E141, E774, Orsay,
HADES, or A1. Bottom right: 95% C.L. upper limits on ↵D as a function of mA0 for a Dirac fermion �, assuming ✏ is
fixed to the smallest value consistent with explaining the aµ anomaly. The E137 constraint is shown for m� < 0.5 MeV (red
shading/solid line) and for m� = 10, 50 MeV (dashed red), while the remaining constraints are only shown for m� < 0.5 MeV.
The solid gray curve is the limit from A0 ! visible searches, while the gray dashed represents the transition between A0 ! ��̄
and A0 ! visible decays dominating.

Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 171802 (2014)

first reanalysis assuming dark bremsstrahlung production:  
detailed simulation of original detection threshold/
trigger, including systematic studies

Phys. Rev. Lett. 121, 041802 (2018)

more recent re-interpretation including e+e- annihilation 
channel from secondary positrons

https://arxiv.org/abs/1406.2698
https://journals.aps.org/prl/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevLett.121.041802
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BDΧ - Beam Dump eΧperiment 
• first dedicated (electron) beam-dump experiment for LDM search 
• approved for 285 days (~1022 EoT) @ 11 GeV (CEBAF@JLab) 
• detector ~20m behind Hall A beam dump, new experimental hall 
• sizeable overburden to reduce cosmic backgrounds (~10m water equivalent)

arxiv:1607.01390

10

The Beam Dump eXperiment

BDX: modern beam-dump experiment at Jefferson Lab – CEBAF 11 
GeV e- beam, Al-H2O beam-dump. 1022 EOT in ~285 days.

Detector installed O(20 m) behind Hall-A beam-dump, in a new experimental 
hall

Passive shielding layer between beam-dump and detector to reduce SM beam-
related background

Sizable overburden (10 m water-equivalent) to reduce cosmogenic background

10

The Beam Dump eXperiment

BDX: modern beam-dump experiment at Jefferson Lab – CEBAF 11 
GeV e- beam, Al-H2O beam-dump. 1022 EOT in ~285 days.

Detector installed O(20 m) behind Hall-A beam-dump, in a new experimental 
hall

Passive shielding layer between beam-dump and detector to reduce SM beam-
related background

Sizable overburden (10 m water-equivalent) to reduce cosmogenic background
reduce beam-related SM backgrounds

https://arxiv.org/abs/1607.01390
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arxiv:1607.01390

homogeneous electromagnetic calorimeter 
• 800 CsI(Tl) crystals, total interaction volume 0.5 m3 
• SiPM readout 
• measure ~GeV shower from X-e scattering 
• ~MeV signal from inelastic X-nucleon scattering

passive veto 
• 5cm lead bricks

active veto sandwich 
• inner & outer 
• plastic scintillators

Electron II: BDX — Detector

Universe 2019, 5, 120 4 of 9

⇠5 cm thick will reduce the number of events where the EM shower is not entirely contained in
the Ecal and a fraction of its energy is deposited in the vetos, increasing, in this way, the detection
efficiency to DM signals. Signals fromt the SiPMs will be amplified by custom charge amplifiers and
digitized in the framework of a triggerless data acquisition system. For this purpose, a dedicated
front-end board has been recently developed [17]. This highly configurable digitizer board includes
12 complete acquisition channels: the analog-to-digital converter components no the board can be
chosen to fit the needs of the specific application within the range from 12 bits at 65 MHz to 14 bits at
250 MHz. The board allows time synchronization using various methods including GPS and White
Rabbit. The configurability of the board and the various options implemented permit its use in a
triggerless data acquisition system. Up to 240 channels can be hosted in a single 6U crate.

Figure 3. The BDX detector as implemented in GEANT4 [18]. The outer veto is shown in green,
the inner veto is gray and the lead vault in blue. Crystals arranged in eight blocks of 10 ⇥ 10 are shown
in light blue. A simulated electromagnetic shower from a c-e� scattering in the Ecal is also shown.

4. Background

Background is usually the limiting factor in experiments searching for rare events. This is the
case for BDX where the low signal rate expected due to the two-step processes involving weak
mixing between the SM photon and A0 (see Figure 1), makes background rejection a critical issue.
Even though BDX will search for electromagnetic showers with energies on the range of hundreds
of MeV, thus not requiring the low energy thresholds needed in standard DM direct searches, it is
nevertheless mandatory to identify and reject the SM particles that can mimic a DM signal in the Ecal.

4.1. Beam-Related Background

In beam-dump experiments, where a high intensity O(GeV) electron/proton beam is directed into
a dump, an overwhelming shower of standard model particles is produced in addition to the rare DM
particles of interest. While most of the radiation (gamma, electron/positron and neutron) is contained
in the dump or degraded down to harmless energy levels, deep penetrating radiation propagate
for long distances before depositing their energy far from the point of origin. In BDX, we used
Monte Carlo simulations to find the best combination of shielding and analysis cuts to minimize such

2 prototypes  
• measured cosmic and 

beam background 
• validated MC simulations 

and cosmic estimates

Introduction Experimental setup Backgrounds Experiment reach Experiment status Conclusions

BDX active veto

Active veto requirements: high e�ciency for
charged particles detection, hermeticity,
compactness
Technology: two layers of plastic scintillator
counters, made of di�erent paddles, each read
by WLS fibers + SiPMs (IV) / PMTs (OV).
5-cm lead vault between two layers to shield
photons
R&D:

• Veto e�ciency for charged particles measured
with cosmics-ray setup, in di�erent positions:
Á > 99%

• On-going e�ort to replace light guides by slim
wavelength-shifting plastics to reduce dead
spaces and simplify mechanical supports

10 / 30

https://arxiv.org/abs/1607.01390
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Electron II: BDX — Sensitivity
Universe 2019, 5, 120 8 of 9

Figure 6. BDX exclusion limits (red line) from Ref. [14]. Limits are given for the parameter
y = aDe2(mc/mA0 )4 as a function of mc, assuming aD = 0.5 and mA0 = 3mc. Black lines indicate
various thermal relic targets.
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expected backgrounds (350 MeV energy threshold) 
• cosmogenic backgrounds: 0 
• neutrino backgrounds: ~5 events

sensitivity shown 
• for  
• includes annihilation channel discussed in 

↵D = 0.5
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FIG. 1. A plot illustrating the distinct contributions to DM production (coupled through the vector portal), as discussed in
the text, using the 9 GeV proton beam at MiniBooNE as an example. The rate of elastic scattering events on nucleons is
plotted versus the vector mediator mass. From smaller to larger values of mV , the dominant channels are ⇡0 decays, ⌘ decay,
bremsstrahlung, which becomes resonant near the ⇢/! mass region, and finally direct parton-level production. The plot uses
m� = 0.01 GeV, ✏ = 10�3 and ↵0 = 0.1.

• ⇡
0
/⌘ decay in flight - relevant for low mV .

• Bremsstrahlung, with resonant vector meson mixing - relevant for intermediate mV

• Direct production from quark and gluon constituents - relevant for higher mV > 1GeV.

We summarize these channels below, while Fig. 1 shows the relative contributions at MiniBooNE.

A. ⇡0/⌘ decay in flight

Radiative ' = ⇡
0, ⌘ decay provides the dominant production channel for su�ciently light DM and mediators,

⇡
0
/⌘ �! � + V

(⇤)
�! � + �

† + �. (2)

If kinematically allowed, on-shell V -production is dominant, but we also include o↵-shell V ⇤
! �

†
� decays,

�'!��†� =
1

4⇡m'

Z
d⇧'!�V d⇧V!�†�dq

2
|M|

2
. (3)

Here d⇧ is the 2-body phase space, and [4]

|M|
2 =

c
'
V,Bk

(1)
V,B↵f(q

2
, p · k1, p · k2)

⇡f2
'[(q

2 �m
2
V )

2 +m
2
V �

2
V ]

, (4)

where f=(q2�4m2
�)(m

2
'�q

2)2�4q2(p · k1�p · k1)2, c
'
V = c

⇡
B = 1, c⌘B = 0.61 (with qB = 1), and for later convenience

we have defined the coupling combination,

k
(n)
V,B =

⇢
✏
2
↵(↵0)n forU(1)0

↵
n+1
B forU(1)B

. (5)

In these expressions p is the photon momentum, q the momentum of V , and k1,2 the momenta of the dark sector
particles in the final state, so that q = k1+k2. It should be noted that, in this approximation, the mesons are treated
as elementary but a form factor could be incorporated to account for the virtuality dependence.

The production distributions vary depending on beam energy, and we make use of the Sanford-Wang distribution for
the 9 GeV beam at MiniBooNE [51] (more precisely the average of the ⇡+ and ⇡

� distributions), and the distribution
determined in [52] (denoted BMPT) for experiments with higher beam energies (see Fig. 2). We use similar angular
distributions for ⇡0 and ⌘, but account for the lower production rate, N⇡0 ⇡ 30N⌘ [53] for the beam energies considered
here.
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Name Energy POT Detector Mass Material Distance Angle E�ciency

MiniBooNE-Beam Dump 8 GeV 2⇥ 1020 400 tons CH2 490 m 0 0.35

T2K-ND280 (P0D) 30 GeV 5⇥ 1021 6 tons H2O,Plastic 280 m 2.5o 0.35

T2K-Super-K 30 GeV 5⇥ 1021 50 kilotons H2O 295 km 2.5o 0.66

SHiP 400 GeV 2⇥ 1020 10 tons LAr 100 m 0 0.5

TABLE I. A summary of the relevant characteristics of the experiments considered. The listed detector mass is the fiducial
mass, when available. Note that SHiP is still in the proposal and planning stage, and the design has not been finalized, so the
detector material and mass have been chosen for illustration (the final fiducial mass may be larger).

• �mZ and EW fit - a limit due to the induced shift in the Z mass and electroweak precision fits [78].

• CDF constraints on Monojets - limits from searches for pp ! jet+missing energy [79, 80].

• Lepton g�2 - the blue band is where agreement with muon g�2 is improved to within 3�. All parameter space
is excluded which increases the disagreement of either muon or electron g � 2 to more than 5� [81–83].

• Direct Detection - the strongest current low mass limits are from CRESST-II [44] and CDMS-Lite [84].

• Angular Dependence in Neutron Scattering - a constraint on baryonic vectors ↵B < 3.4⇥ 10�11
�

mV
MeV

�4
[85, 86].

C. Sensitivity

There are a number of di↵erent short- and long-baseline neutrino facilities either in, or recently in, operation around
the world (MiniBooNE, MicroBooNE, T2K, MINOS, NOvA, OPERA,. . . ). There are also several future facilities that
may have interesting sensitivity to this class of light dark matter models (DUNE, SBN, SHiP,. . . ). The sensitivity
depends on a combination of the e↵ective yield, e.g. through having a su�ciently energetic beam, and a sizable
angular acceptance for the detector, along with a viable means of detecting scattering and mitigating the neutrino
backgrounds. Based on these criteria, we have focussed our analysis on MiniBooNE, T2K and SHiP, which currently
appear to provide the best (potential) sensitivity in di↵erent ranges for the mediator mass. The relevant parameters
for these experiments, beam energy, number of protons on target, detector geometry and material, etc, are listed
in Table I. It is worth noting that future facilities, such as DUNE, or T2HK with ⌫PRISM, could provide excellent
sensitivity if additional near detectors were to be installed.

Our results are exhibited in a number of parameter space plots, which include the existing constraints summarized
above. The majority of these plots for the vector portal model make use of the following slice [40] through the
parameter space: Y vs m� at fixed mV /m� = 3, where

Y ⌘ ✏
2
↵
0
✓
m�

mV

◆4

, (20)

which captures the essential parameter scaling of the annihilation and scattering cross sections, and assists the
comparison with direct detection sensitivity (see [40]). By convention the plots use the choice ↵

0 = 0.5, which is
relatively large from a model-building perspective. However, it is used simply to provide a conservative view of the
full parameter reach of each experiment, in comparison to the relic density curve, which sets the lowest values of Y
for which the model is cosmologically viable. Note that the relic density curve remains fixed in Y , as parameters are
varied, while the other constraints generally scale to lower values of Y with decreasing ↵

0 [40]. (For comparison with
earlier results, Fig. 7 shows the MiniBooNE sensitivity using the alternate parameter slice ✏ vs mV at fixed m� and
↵
0.)
The signal yields at MiniBooNE, T2K and SHiP are summarized below and exhibited in Figs. 7–11.

• MiniBooNE - The MiniBooNE collaboration took data during a dedicated beam dump run in 2013/14 [14],
and as detailed below we consider a number of possible scattering signatures for both vector and baryonic portal
interactions. The sensitivity contours are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.

1. Elastic nucleon scattering. We use the following cuts on nucleon recoil energy: ER 2 [0.35, 1]GeV.
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different production modes 
• radiative meson decay (low mass) 
• bremsstrahlung with resonant mixing 

(intermediate mass) 
• direct production (masses >1 GeV)

generally “messier" —> higher beam backgrounds

Here the annihilation rate scales as

(“direct” annihilation) h�vi ⇠
g
2
D ↵✏

2
m

2
�

m
4
A0

, (15)

where ↵ is the QED fine structure constant, and ✏ = ✏Y cos ✓w. This o↵ers a clear, predictive
target for discovery or falsifiability since the dark coupling gD and mass ratio m�/mA0 are
at most O(1) in this mA0 > m� regime. Thus, there is a minimum SM-mediator coupling
✏ compatible with a thermal history; larger values of gD require non-perturbative dynamics
in the mediator-SM coupling or intricate model building.

In the direct annihilation regime, the minimum annihilation rate requirement translates
into a minimum value of the dimensionless combination

↵g
2
D ✏

2

4⇡

✓
m�

mA0

◆4

& h�virelic m
2
� , (16)

which, up to order one factors, is valid for every DM/mediator variation provided that
m� < mA0 .

D. Brief Summary of Existing Constraints

DM searches at accelerators can be divided into two broad categories: fixed-target and
collider experiments. We summarize the di↵erent strategies in Table II.

Existing constraints have primarily been deduced by recasting a number of prior exper-
imental searches. Before moving to future opportunities, we provide a brief summary of
these limits. For lower mass DM, the strongest constraints follow from limits on anomalous
scattering at proton and electron fixed target experiments such as LSND [86–88] and E137
[89, 90]. For specific mass ranges, limits on invisible pion [91], kaon [9, 92] and J/ [93]
decays are significant, while monophoton searches at BABAR [94, 95] are stringent at higher
masses. Monojet searches [96, 97] are generally less constraining, but relevant for leptopho-
bic mediators. Finally, vector mediator exchange induces corrections to g�2 of the electron
and muon, which impose constraints at low mass [9, 98–100] and, in the case of the muon
g � 2 anomaly, have identified a region of interest in parameter space. A number of these
existing limits are shown in the figures below.

In what follows, we summarize current and future opportunities. The summary bullets
only provide key information, such as beam type and energy, detector type and detection
strategy, and schedule – additional references are provided for details.

E. Proton Beam-Dump Experiments

• MiniBooNE at FNAL: 8 GeV Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB) protons. Can run
in target mode (Be), and o↵-target mode (Fe). Mineral oil Cherenkov detector, 450
ton fiducial mass, situated 540 m downstream. Main production mode via ⇡

0
/⌘⌘

0
!

�(A0
! ��̄) and qq̄ ! A

0
! ��̄. Detection via �e ! �e, or �N ! �N elastic

scattering, or via inelastic such as �N ! �(� ! N⇡
0). Completed running in o↵-

target mode with 1.86⇥1020 POT, analysis ongoing. See Ref. [14, 36, 86, 87, 101–105]
for more details.
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The MiniBooNE-DM collaboration searched for vector-boson mediated production of dark matter
using the Fermilab 8 GeV Booster proton beam in a dedicated run with 1.86⇥1020 protons delivered
to a steel beam dump. The MiniBooNE detector, 490 m downstream, is sensitive to dark matter
via elastic scattering with nucleons in the detector mineral oil. Analysis methods developed for
previous MiniBooNE scattering results were employed, and several constraining data sets were
simultaneously analyzed to minimize systematic errors from neutrino flux and interaction rates. No
excess of events over background was observed, leading to a 90% confidence limit on the dark-matter
cross section parameter, Y = ✏2↵D(m�/mV )4 . 10�8, for ↵D = 0.5 and for dark-matter masses
of 0.01 < m� < 0.3 GeV in a vector portal model of dark matter. This is the best limit from a
dedicated proton beam dump search in this mass and coupling range and extends below the mass
range of direct dark matter searches. These results demonstrate a novel and powerful approach to
dark matter searches with beam dump experiments.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d,13.15.+g

Introduction — There is strong evidence for dark mat-
ter (DM) from observations of gravitational phenomena
across a wide range of distance scales [1]. A substantial
program of experiments has evolved over the last sev-
eral decades to search for non-gravitational interactions
of DM, with yet no undisputed evidence in this sector.
Most of these experiments target DM with weak scale
masses and are less sensitive to DM with masses below a
few GeV. To complement these approaches, new search
strategies sensitive to DM with smaller masses should be
considered [2].

Fixed-target experiments using beams of protons or
electrons can expand the sensitivity to sub-GeV DM that
couples to ordinary matter via a light mediator parti-
cle [3–18]. In these experiments, DM particles may be
produced in collisions with nuclei in the fixed target, of-
ten a beam dump, and may be identified through interac-
tions with nuclei in a downstream detector. Results from
past beam dump experiments have been reanalyzed to

Be

Target

EarthAir

Decay Pipe

Steel

Beam Dump MiniBooNE Detector

p
⇡0

V

�

�†

�
N

�
50m 4m 487m

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of this DM search using the
the Fermilab BNB in o↵-target mode together with the Mini-
BooNE detector. The proton beam is steered above the beryl-
lium target in o↵-target mode lowering the neutrino flux.

place limits on the parameters within this class of models.
In this Letter, we report on the first dedicated search of
this type (proposed in [6]), which employs 8 GeV protons
from the Fermilab Booster Neutrino Beam (BNB), re-
configured to reduce neutrino-induced backgrounds, com-
bined with the downstream MiniBooNE (MB) neutrino
detector (Fig. 1).
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to neutrinos in the decay volume immediately following
the target, as shown in Fig 1. This results in a large

Using this high-statistics and low-background event sam-
ple, we report the first measurement of an absolute !"

CCQE double differential cross section, the main result
of this work. In addition, CCQE cross sections in several
other conventional forms are provided. The layout of the
remainder of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we provide
a summary of the MiniBooNE experiment, including the
booster neutrino beamline (BNB) and the MiniBooNE
detector. We detail the neutrino interaction model used to
describe the signal and background in Sec. III. The CCQE
selection and analysis strategy is outlined in Sec. IV.
Finally, in Sec. V, we report the MiniBooNE flux-
integrated CCQE double differential cross section
( d2#
dT" d cos$"

), the flux-integrated CCQE single differential

cross section ( d#
dQ 2

QE
), and the flux-unfolded CCQE cross

section as a function of energy (#½EQE;RFG
! "). To facilitate

comparison with updated model predictions [16,17], we
provide the predicted MiniBooNE neutrino fluxes and
measured cross section values in tabular form in the
appendix.

II. MINIBOONE EXPERIMENT

A. Neutrino beamline and flux

The Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB) consists of three
major components as shown in Fig. 1: a primary proton
beam, a secondary meson beam, and a tertiary neutrino
beam. Protons are accelerated to 8 GeV kinetic energy in
the Fermilab Booster synchrotron and then fast-extracted
in 1:6 " s ‘‘spills’’ to the BNB. These primary protons
impinge on a 1.75 interaction-length beryllium target cen-
tered in a magnetic focusing horn. The secondary mesons
that are produced are then focused by a toroidal magnetic
field which serves to direct the resulting beam of tertiary
neutrinos towards the downstream detector. The neutrino
flux is calculated at the detector with a GEANT4-based
[18] simulation which takes into account proton transport
to the target, interactions of protons in the target, produc-
tion of mesons in the p-Be process, and transport of
resulting particles through the horn and decay volume. A
full description of the calculation with associated uncer-
tainties is provided in Ref. [19]. MiniBooNE neutrino data

is not used in any way to obtain the flux prediction. The
resulting !" flux is shown as a function of neutrino energy
in Fig. 2 along with its predicted uncertainty. These values
are tabulated in Table V in the appendix. The !" flux has an
average energy (over 0< E! < 3 GeV) of 788 MeV and
comprises 93.6% of the total flux of neutrinos at the
MiniBooNE detector. There is a 5.9% (0.5%) contamina-
tion of !!" (!e, !!e); all events from these (non-!" ) neutrino
types are treated as background in this measurement
(Sec. IVD).
The largest error on the predicted neutrino flux results

from the uncertainty of pion production in the initial p-Be
process in the target as the simulation predicts that 96.7%
of muon neutrinos in the BNB are produced via %þ decay.
The meson production model in the neutrino beam simu-
lation [19] relies on external hadron production measure-
ments. Those of the HARP experiment [20] are the most
relevant as they measure the %$ differential cross section
in p-Be interactions at the same proton energy and on the
same target material as MiniBooNE. The uncertainty in
%þ production is determined from spline fits to the HARP
%þ double differential cross section data [19]. The spline-
fit procedure more accurately quantifies the uncertainty in
the underlying data, removing unnecessary sources of error
resulting from an inadequate parameterization [21] of the
HARP data. The HARP data used was that from a thin (5%
interaction length) beryllium target run [20]. While that
data provides a valuable constraint on the BNB flux pre-
diction, additional uncertainties resulting from thick target
effects (secondary rescattering of protons and pions) are
included through the BNB flux simulation.

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic overview of the MiniBooNE
experiment including the booster neutrino beamline and
MiniBooNE detector.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Predicted !" flux at the MiniBooNE
detector (a) along with the fractional uncertainties grouped into
various contributions (b). The integrated flux is 5:16%
10&10 !" =POT=cm

2 (0<E! < 3 GeV) with a mean energy of

788 MeV. Numerical values corresponding to the top plot are
provided in Table V in the appendix.
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FIG. 1. The production of neutrinos in the Booster Neutrino
Beamline in on-target running [21].

flux of neutrinos at the MiniBooNE detector, which is a
background to the dark matter neutral-current-like scat-
tering signature. Instead, in the beam-dump running
mode, the proton beam is steered past the beryllium tar-
get and directed on to the steel absorber at the end of
the decay volume, which significantly reduces the neu-
trino flux and increases sensitivity to a potential dark
matter signal. A dedicated run in beam-dump mode was
carried out from November 2013 to September 2014 col-
lecting 1.86⇥1020 protons on target (POT). Besides the
capability of running in beam-dump mode, MiniBooNE
has several advantages which make this search feasible,
including a detailed understanding of detector response
and standard background processes gained through over
a decade of operation, and robust and well-tested particle
identification techniques.

The results presented here improve upon those in
Ref. [19] by including two additional dark matter inter-
action channels in two separate analyses. The first was
a combined NCE and neutral-current pion production
through Delta resonant decay (NC⇡) fit to search for
dark matter interaction with nucleons, and the second
was to search for dark matter to elastically scatter o↵
electrons. A “time-of-flight” observable was also added
to both analyses to increase sensitivity to heavier dark
matter masses. No significant excess is observed in ei-
ther analysis, and 90% confidence level limits are derived
for vector portal and leptophobic dark matter models.
MiniBooNE excludes new parameter space in the vector
portal dark matter model.

The following section provides an overview of the the-
oretical aspects of sub-GeV dark matter. Following this,
Sec. III reviews the Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB),
where the neutrino flux (in beam-dump mode) is given,
and the “time-of-flight” measurement is discussed. In
Sec. IV the MiniBooNE detector and simulations are re-
viewed. Sec. V presents the event distributions, describes
backgrounds, systematics, and fit methodology. Sec. V
also presents results from a search for an excess of neu-
trino oscillation candidate events. Finally, the dark mat-
ter results are presented in Sec. VI, and a discussion of
the implications are given in Sec. VII.

II. THEORY OF SUB-GEV DARK MATTER

Light dark matter � with mass below 1GeV c�2 and
coupled to ordinary matter through a light mediator par-
ticle is a viable and theoretically well-motivated possibil-
ity. While it is possible that � exists at this scale in iso-
lation, on general grounds one may expect a larger “dark
sector” of states. One or more of these additional states
may mediate interactions to the Standard Model (SM)
and may also play a role in the cosmological production
of dark matter, allowing for the correct relic abundance
through the standard thermal freeze-out mechanism.
The simplest dark sector scenario of this type is known

as vector portal dark matter, in which the interactions of
� are mediated by a new dark U(1) gauge boson Vµ that
kinetically mixes with the ordinary photon [22–25]. In
such a model, there are four parameters that govern the
properties of dark matter: the dark matter mass m�, the
dark photon mass mV , the kinetic mixing angle ✏, and
the dark gauge coupling gD . Eq. 1 gives the Lagrangian
LV that is added to the SM Lagrangian.

LV = L� � 1

4
Vµ⌫V

µ⌫ +
1

2
m2

V VµV
µ � ✏

2
Fµ⌫V

µ⌫ , (1)

where

L� =

⇢
i� /D��m��� Dirac fermion
|Dµ�|2 �m2

� |�|2 Complex scalar
,

and Dµ = @µ � igDVµ with the dark matter charge equal
to one. The interactions above lead to e�cient dark mat-
ter annihilation to light SM particles such that the ob-
served dark matter abundance can be explained for cer-
tain values of the model parameters. Furthermore, if
the dark matter is a complex scalar the annihilation oc-
curs in the p-wave and is velocity suppressed [2], evading
otherwise strong constraints from the Cosmic Microwave
Background [26]. For this reason, the dark matter parti-
cle is assumed to be a complex scalar in this work.
The BNB is able to produce dark matter through sev-

eral mechanisms, illustrated in Fig. 2. They are (i)

⇡0,⌘

�

V

�

�†

(a) Meson Decay

p p

�

V
�

�†

p p

(b) Proton Bremsstrahlung
+ Vector-Mixing

FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for the production channels rele-
vant for the MiniBooNE dark matter search [19].

decay of secondary ⇡0 or ⌘ mesons, and (ii) proton
bremsstrahlung plus vector-meson mixing. Note that in
all cases, the production rate scales as ✏2 provided V can
decay to two on-shell �. On-shell decay is defined by
mV > 2m�, and is known as the invisible decay mode.
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to neutrinos in the decay volume immediately following
the target, as shown in Fig 1. This results in a large

Using this high-statistics and low-background event sam-
ple, we report the first measurement of an absolute !"

CCQE double differential cross section, the main result
of this work. In addition, CCQE cross sections in several
other conventional forms are provided. The layout of the
remainder of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we provide
a summary of the MiniBooNE experiment, including the
booster neutrino beamline (BNB) and the MiniBooNE
detector. We detail the neutrino interaction model used to
describe the signal and background in Sec. III. The CCQE
selection and analysis strategy is outlined in Sec. IV.
Finally, in Sec. V, we report the MiniBooNE flux-
integrated CCQE double differential cross section
( d2#
dT" d cos$"

), the flux-integrated CCQE single differential

cross section ( d#
dQ 2

QE
), and the flux-unfolded CCQE cross

section as a function of energy (#½EQE;RFG
! "). To facilitate

comparison with updated model predictions [16,17], we
provide the predicted MiniBooNE neutrino fluxes and
measured cross section values in tabular form in the
appendix.

II. MINIBOONE EXPERIMENT

A. Neutrino beamline and flux

The Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB) consists of three
major components as shown in Fig. 1: a primary proton
beam, a secondary meson beam, and a tertiary neutrino
beam. Protons are accelerated to 8 GeV kinetic energy in
the Fermilab Booster synchrotron and then fast-extracted
in 1:6 " s ‘‘spills’’ to the BNB. These primary protons
impinge on a 1.75 interaction-length beryllium target cen-
tered in a magnetic focusing horn. The secondary mesons
that are produced are then focused by a toroidal magnetic
field which serves to direct the resulting beam of tertiary
neutrinos towards the downstream detector. The neutrino
flux is calculated at the detector with a GEANT4-based
[18] simulation which takes into account proton transport
to the target, interactions of protons in the target, produc-
tion of mesons in the p-Be process, and transport of
resulting particles through the horn and decay volume. A
full description of the calculation with associated uncer-
tainties is provided in Ref. [19]. MiniBooNE neutrino data

is not used in any way to obtain the flux prediction. The
resulting !" flux is shown as a function of neutrino energy
in Fig. 2 along with its predicted uncertainty. These values
are tabulated in Table V in the appendix. The !" flux has an
average energy (over 0< E! < 3 GeV) of 788 MeV and
comprises 93.6% of the total flux of neutrinos at the
MiniBooNE detector. There is a 5.9% (0.5%) contamina-
tion of !!" (!e, !!e); all events from these (non-!" ) neutrino
types are treated as background in this measurement
(Sec. IVD).
The largest error on the predicted neutrino flux results

from the uncertainty of pion production in the initial p-Be
process in the target as the simulation predicts that 96.7%
of muon neutrinos in the BNB are produced via %þ decay.
The meson production model in the neutrino beam simu-
lation [19] relies on external hadron production measure-
ments. Those of the HARP experiment [20] are the most
relevant as they measure the %$ differential cross section
in p-Be interactions at the same proton energy and on the
same target material as MiniBooNE. The uncertainty in
%þ production is determined from spline fits to the HARP
%þ double differential cross section data [19]. The spline-
fit procedure more accurately quantifies the uncertainty in
the underlying data, removing unnecessary sources of error
resulting from an inadequate parameterization [21] of the
HARP data. The HARP data used was that from a thin (5%
interaction length) beryllium target run [20]. While that
data provides a valuable constraint on the BNB flux pre-
diction, additional uncertainties resulting from thick target
effects (secondary rescattering of protons and pions) are
included through the BNB flux simulation.

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic overview of the MiniBooNE
experiment including the booster neutrino beamline and
MiniBooNE detector.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Predicted !" flux at the MiniBooNE
detector (a) along with the fractional uncertainties grouped into
various contributions (b). The integrated flux is 5:16%
10&10 !" =POT=cm

2 (0<E! < 3 GeV) with a mean energy of

788 MeV. Numerical values corresponding to the top plot are
provided in Table V in the appendix.
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FIG. 1. The production of neutrinos in the Booster Neutrino
Beamline in on-target running [21].

flux of neutrinos at the MiniBooNE detector, which is a
background to the dark matter neutral-current-like scat-
tering signature. Instead, in the beam-dump running
mode, the proton beam is steered past the beryllium tar-
get and directed on to the steel absorber at the end of
the decay volume, which significantly reduces the neu-
trino flux and increases sensitivity to a potential dark
matter signal. A dedicated run in beam-dump mode was
carried out from November 2013 to September 2014 col-
lecting 1.86⇥1020 protons on target (POT). Besides the
capability of running in beam-dump mode, MiniBooNE
has several advantages which make this search feasible,
including a detailed understanding of detector response
and standard background processes gained through over
a decade of operation, and robust and well-tested particle
identification techniques.

The results presented here improve upon those in
Ref. [19] by including two additional dark matter inter-
action channels in two separate analyses. The first was
a combined NCE and neutral-current pion production
through Delta resonant decay (NC⇡) fit to search for
dark matter interaction with nucleons, and the second
was to search for dark matter to elastically scatter o↵
electrons. A “time-of-flight” observable was also added
to both analyses to increase sensitivity to heavier dark
matter masses. No significant excess is observed in ei-
ther analysis, and 90% confidence level limits are derived
for vector portal and leptophobic dark matter models.
MiniBooNE excludes new parameter space in the vector
portal dark matter model.

The following section provides an overview of the the-
oretical aspects of sub-GeV dark matter. Following this,
Sec. III reviews the Booster Neutrino Beamline (BNB),
where the neutrino flux (in beam-dump mode) is given,
and the “time-of-flight” measurement is discussed. In
Sec. IV the MiniBooNE detector and simulations are re-
viewed. Sec. V presents the event distributions, describes
backgrounds, systematics, and fit methodology. Sec. V
also presents results from a search for an excess of neu-
trino oscillation candidate events. Finally, the dark mat-
ter results are presented in Sec. VI, and a discussion of
the implications are given in Sec. VII.

II. THEORY OF SUB-GEV DARK MATTER

Light dark matter � with mass below 1GeV c�2 and
coupled to ordinary matter through a light mediator par-
ticle is a viable and theoretically well-motivated possibil-
ity. While it is possible that � exists at this scale in iso-
lation, on general grounds one may expect a larger “dark
sector” of states. One or more of these additional states
may mediate interactions to the Standard Model (SM)
and may also play a role in the cosmological production
of dark matter, allowing for the correct relic abundance
through the standard thermal freeze-out mechanism.
The simplest dark sector scenario of this type is known

as vector portal dark matter, in which the interactions of
� are mediated by a new dark U(1) gauge boson Vµ that
kinetically mixes with the ordinary photon [22–25]. In
such a model, there are four parameters that govern the
properties of dark matter: the dark matter mass m�, the
dark photon mass mV , the kinetic mixing angle ✏, and
the dark gauge coupling gD . Eq. 1 gives the Lagrangian
LV that is added to the SM Lagrangian.

LV = L� � 1

4
Vµ⌫V

µ⌫ +
1
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m2

V VµV
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2
Fµ⌫V

µ⌫ , (1)

where

L� =

⇢
i� /D��m��� Dirac fermion
|Dµ�|2 �m2

� |�|2 Complex scalar
,

and Dµ = @µ � igDVµ with the dark matter charge equal
to one. The interactions above lead to e�cient dark mat-
ter annihilation to light SM particles such that the ob-
served dark matter abundance can be explained for cer-
tain values of the model parameters. Furthermore, if
the dark matter is a complex scalar the annihilation oc-
curs in the p-wave and is velocity suppressed [2], evading
otherwise strong constraints from the Cosmic Microwave
Background [26]. For this reason, the dark matter parti-
cle is assumed to be a complex scalar in this work.
The BNB is able to produce dark matter through sev-

eral mechanisms, illustrated in Fig. 2. They are (i)
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FIG. 2. Feynman diagrams for the production channels rele-
vant for the MiniBooNE dark matter search [19].

decay of secondary ⇡0 or ⌘ mesons, and (ii) proton
bremsstrahlung plus vector-meson mixing. Note that in
all cases, the production rate scales as ✏2 provided V can
decay to two on-shell �. On-shell decay is defined by
mV > 2m�, and is known as the invisible decay mode.
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Once the dark matter is produced by one of these
mechanisms, it can scatter with nucleons or electrons
through a neutral-current channel in the detector via Vµ

boson exchange, as depicted in Fig. 3. The scattering

� �

V

p, e p, e

(a) Free Protons or
Electrons

� �

V

n, p,�

12C X

(b) Bound Nucleons

FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams for the dark matter interactions
with nucleons and electrons in MiniBooNE. The �, in the
bound nucleon case, would be observed by its decay products,
a pion and a nucleon.

rate scales as ✏2↵D , where ↵D = g2
D
/4⇡. The accelerator-

produced dark matter event rate in MiniBooNE scales as
✏4↵D for on-shell decays in this model.

Another potential dark sector scenario amenable to the
MiniBooNE search is leptophobic dark matter [8, 10, 11],
in which the mediator V couples dominantly to quarks
and not leptons. For illustration, a simplified scenario
is presented in which a vector mediator couples to the
baryon number current, with the Lagrangian given in
Eq. 2.

LB = LV + gBVµJ
µ
B + · · · , (2)

where

JB
µ =

1

3

X

i

q̄i�µqi ,

is the sum over all quark species, and LV (Eq. 1) is de-
pendent on the baryon gauge coupling gB (gD is replaced
by gB ). The limit ✏e ⌧ gB gives the leptophobic dark
matter scenario. Three parameters will be considered
in the interpretation of the presented results: the dark
matter mass m�, the leptophobic vector mediator mass
mV , and the coupling ↵B = g2

B
/4⇡. Consideration of the

dark matter production and scattering rates leads to the
conclusion that the event rates scale as ↵3

B
for on-shell

decays.
It turns out to be challenging to construct a phe-

nomenologically viable UV completion of the leptophobic
model with large mediator couplings to the SM. Among
other challenges, significant constraints arise as a conse-
quence of the anomalous nature of the vector mediator
in the case at hand [27, 28], which will provide stronger
constraints than the MiniBooNE dark matter search in
most UV completions of the model. Nevertheless, the
MiniBooNE limits presented here are likely to be of value
in certain leptophobic scenarios, e.g., those involving lep-
tophobic scalar mediators.

As we are discussing new light degrees of freedom at
the (sub-) GeV scale, a variety of constraints from past

experiments must be considered. The strongest con-
straints on the scenarios discussed above arise from fixed-
target/beam-dump experiments, medium energy e+e�

colliders, and meson decays. These constraints are de-
scribed in detail in Refs. [9, 25, 29–31] for the vector
portal model, and in Refs. [8, 27, 28] for the leptophobic
model.

III. BOOSTER NEUTRINO BEAMLINE

The Fermilab Booster delivers 8 GeV (kinetic energy)
protons to the BNB target hall. As shown in Fig. 1,
when running in on-target mode a secondary beam of
mesons is produced that travel through the air-filled de-
cay pipe and decay-in-flight to produce neutrinos which
then travel and interact in the MiniBooNE detector. The
intensity of the proton beam can range from 1⇥1012 pro-
tons per pulse (ppp) to 5⇥ 1012 ppp.
Each pulse has a 53MHz microstructure that is com-

posed of 82 bunches, and each bunch has a full width half
maximum of 2 ns. Fig. 4 overlays an example trace of the
BNB pulse microstructure, with an arbitrary o↵set with
neutrino mode ⌫µ charged-current quasi-elastic (CCQE)
interactions in the MiniBooNE detector, see Sec. V for
definition. The trace and the CCQE data shapes are in
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as measured by the resistive wall monitor (RWM). The data
points come from neutrino-mode ⌫µ charge-current interac-
tions in the MiniBooNE detector during 2015-2016.
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FIG. 3. Feynman diagrams for the dark matter interactions
with nucleons and electrons in MiniBooNE. The �, in the
bound nucleon case, would be observed by its decay products,
a pion and a nucleon.
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To reduce the neutrino production coming from the BNB,
the primary proton beam was steered above the beryl-

dedicated run in 'beam-dump mode': 
• Nov 2013 - Sep 2014, 1.86 x 1020 PoT, 8 GeV proton beam 
• first dedicated DM search in proton beam-dump experiment 
• well-understood experiment! (>10 years of operation)

arxiv:1807.06137

12m diameter sphere  
800t mineral oil CH2 (450t fiducial) 
~1300 PMTs to detect Cherenkov light

refined analysis published, 
additionally including 

• neutral pion channel 
• elastic electron scattering 
• “time-of-flight“

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.06137
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change of parameter values moves limits 
relative to thermal targets

https://arxiv.org/abs/1807.06137
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FIG. 1: Sensitivity projection for a Tungsten-based missing
energy-momentum experiment in a JLab-style setup with an
11 GeV electron beam (red curves, color online) for variations
of Scenario B described in Sec. V and illustrated schemati-
cally in Fig. 2b. The upper-most curve labeled I (red, solid)
represents the 90 % confidence exclusion (2.3 event yield with
zero background) of an experiment with target thickness of
10�2X0 and 1015 EOT, the middle curve labeled II (red,
dashed) represents the same exclusion for an upgraded ex-
periment with 1016 EOT and a thicker target of 10�1X0 with
varying PT cuts on the recoiling electron in di↵erent kine-
matic regions (see Sec. V for details), and the lowest curve
labeled III (red, dotted) represents an ultimate target for this
experimental program assuming 3 ⇥ 1016 EOT and imposing
the highest signal-acceptance PT cuts on the recoiling elec-
tron. Here X0 is the radiation length of the target material.
The dotted magenta curve labeled IV is identical to curve
III, only with 1018 EOT, at which one event is expected from
the irreducible neutrino trident background. Also plotted are
the projections for an SPS style setup [20] using our Monte
Carlo for 109 and 1012 EOT. The black curve is the region
for which the � has a thermal-relic annihilation cross-section
for mA0 = 3m� assuming the aggressive value ↵D = 1; for
smaller ↵D and/or larger mA0/m� hierarchy the curve moves
upward. Below this line, � is generically overproduced in
the early universe unless it avoids thermal equilibrium with
the SM. The kinks in the black curves correspond to thresh-
olds where muonic and hadronic annihilation channels become
open; data for hadronic annihilation is taken from [21]. Com-
bined with the projected sensitivity of Belle-II with a mono-
photon trigger [22], the missing energy-momentum approach
can decisively probe a broad class of DM models. With-
out making further assumptions about dark sector masses or
coupling-constants, this parameter space is only constrained
by (g � 2)e [23, 24], and (g � 2)µ [25]. If m0

A � m�, there are
additional constraints from on-shell A0 production in associ-
ation with SM final states from BaBar [22, 24], BES (J/ )
[26], E787 (K+) [27], and E949 (K+) [28].

proposal of [20]) and has sensitivity that extends beyond
any existing or planned experiment by several orders of
magnitude, in a manner largely insensitive to model de-
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FIG. 2: a) Schematic diagram of Scenario A described in
Sec. IV. Here a single electron first passes through an up-
stream tagger to ensure that it carries high momentum. It
then enters the target/calorimeter volume, and radiatively
emits an A0, which carries away most of the beam energy
and leaves behind a feeble electron in the final state. b)
Schematic diagram of Scenario B described in Sec. V. In this
scenario, the target is thin to reduce straggling and charged-
current neutrino reaction backgrounds, the calorimeter is spa-
tially separated from the target itself to allow clean identifi-
cation of single charged particle final states. Additionally,
the energy-momentum measurement of the recoil electron is
used for signal discrimination, to reduce backgrounds associ-
ated with hard bremsstrahlung and virtual photon reactions,
and to measure residual backgrounds in situ with well-defined
data-driven control regions. For both scenarios, the produc-
tion mechanism in the target is depicted in Fig. 3.

tails.

Section II summarize our benchmark model for light
dark matter interacting with the standard model through
its coupling to a new gauge boson (“dark photon”) that
kinetically mixes with the photon, and summarizes ex-
isting constraints. Section III summarizes the essential
kinematic features of dark photon and light DM produc-
tion. Section IV evaluates the ultimate limits of a fixed-
target style missing energy-momentum approach based
on calorimetry alone, and in particular identifies impor-
tant physics and instrumental backgrounds. Section V
describes our proposal for a missing energy-momentum
experiment that can mitigate backgrounds using kine-
matic information and near-target tracking. Section VI
summarizes our findings and highlights important direc-
tions for future work.
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tails.

Section II summarize our benchmark model for light
dark matter interacting with the standard model through
its coupling to a new gauge boson (“dark photon”) that
kinetically mixes with the photon, and summarizes ex-
isting constraints. Section III summarizes the essential
kinematic features of dark photon and light DM produc-
tion. Section IV evaluates the ultimate limits of a fixed-
target style missing energy-momentum approach based
on calorimetry alone, and in particular identifies impor-
tant physics and instrumental backgrounds. Section V
describes our proposal for a missing energy-momentum
experiment that can mitigate backgrounds using kine-
matic information and near-target tracking. Section VI
summarizes our findings and highlights important direc-
tions for future work.
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higher signal yield/EoT (thicker target)

greater signal acceptance

no e-γ particle ID

includes missing energy
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e-γ particle ID
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NA64 — Missing Energy
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100 GeV secondary electron beam at SPS at CERN 
• low contamination with π (<1%), µ/K (0.1%)  
• energy tails <1%

2

e−, 100 GeV

S1
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T2

Vacuum vessel
SRD

γ

MU4
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MU1
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MU3

HCAL1

HCAL2

HCAL3

HCAL4

T3
T4

S3

ECAL

S2

e−

Magnet2

Magnet1

FIG. 1: Schematic illustration of the setup to search for A0 ! invisible decays of the bremsstrahlung A0s produced in the
reaction eZ ! eZA0 of 100 GeV e� incident on the active ECAL target.

A0 o↵er new intriguing possibilities to explain the gµ � 2
and various other anomalies [44] and are subject to dif-
ferent experimental constraints [45–48]. The most severe
limits on the invisible sub-GeV A0s decays have been ob-
tained from the results of beam dump experiments LSND
[49] and E137 [50], under assumptions on the strength of
the coupling gD, and properties of the DM decay parti-
cles. In this Letter we report the first results from the
experiment NA64 specifically designed for a direct search
of the A0 ! invisible decay at the CERN SPS.

The method of the search is as follows [51, 52]. If the A0

exists it could be produced via the kinetic mixing with
bremsstrahlung photons in the reaction of high-energy
electrons scattering o↵ nuclei of an active target of a her-
metic detector, followed by the prompt A0 ! invisible
decay into dark matter particles (�):

e�Z ! e�ZA0;A0 ! invisible (1)

A fraction f of the primary beam energy EA0 = fE0 is
carried away by �’s which penetrate the detector with-
out interactions resulting in an event with zero-energy
deposition. While the remaining part Ee = (1� f)E0 is
deposited in the target by the scattered electron. Thus,
the occurrence of A0 produced in the reaction (1) would
appear as an excess of events whose signature is a single e-
m shower in the target with energy Ee accompanied by a
significant missing energy Emiss = EA0 = E0 �Ee above
those expected from backgrounds. Here we assume that
the �s have to traverse the detector without decaying vis-
ibly in order to give a missing energy signature. No any
other assumptions on the nature of the A0 ! invisible
decay are made.

The NA64 detector is schematically shown in Fig. 1.
The experiment employed the upgraded 100 GeV electron
beam from the H4 beamline. The beam has a maximal
intensity ' (3 � 4) · 106 per SPS spill of 4.8 s produced
by the primary 450 GeV/c proton beam with an inten-
sity of few 1012 protons on target. The detector utilized
the beam defining scintillator (Sc) counters S1-S3, and
magnetic spectrometer consisting of two successive dipole
magnets with the integral magnetic field of '7 T·m and

a low-material-budget tracker. The tracker was a set of
two upstream Micromegas chambers (T1, T2) and two
downstream GEM stations (T3, T4) allowing the mea-
surements of e� momenta with the precision �p/p ' 1%
[53]. The magnets also served as an e↵ective filter re-
jecting low energy component of the beam. To enhance
the electron identification the synchrotron radiation (SR)
emitted by electrons was used for their e�cient tagging.
A 15 m long vacuum vessel between the magnets and the
ECAL was installed to minimize absorption of the SR
photons detected immediately at the downstream end of
the vessel with a SR detector (SRD), which was either
an array of BGO crystals or a PbSc sandwich calorime-
ter of a very fine segmentation [51]. By using the SRD
the initial level of the hadron contamination in the beam
⇡/e� . 10�2 was further suppressed by a factor ' 103.
The detector was also equipped with an active target,
which is an electromagnetic (e-m) calorimeter (ECAL)
for measurement of the the electron energy with the ac-
curacy �E/E ' 10%/

p
E. The ECAL is a matrix of 6⇥6

Shashlik-type modules assembled from Pb and Sc plates
with wave-shifting fiber read-out. Each module is ' 40
radiation lengths. Downstream the ECAL the detector
is equipped with a high-e�ciency veto counter V2, and a
massive, hermetic hadronic calorimeter (HCAL) of ' 30
nuclear interaction lengths. The HCAL served as a dump
to completely absorb and measure the energy of hadronic
secondaries produced in the e�A ! anything interac-
tions in the target. Four muon plane counters, MU1-
MU4, located between the HCAL modules were used for
the muon identification in the final state. The events
were collected with the hardware trigger requiring an in-
time cluster in the ECAL with the energy EECAL . 80
GeV. The results reported here came mostly from a set of
data in which neot = 1.88 ·109 of electrons on target (eot)
were collected with the beam intensity ' 1.4 · 106 e� per
spill with the PbSc calorimeter. While a smaller sample
of neot = 0.87 · 109 and an intensity Ie = 0.3 · 106 e� was
also recorded with the BGO detector. Data of these two
runs (hereafter called the BGO and PbSc run) were an-
alyzed with similar selection criteria and finally summed
up, taking into account the corresponding normalization

e- tagging system 
• tracker  (100 GeV track) 

• magnetic field 7Tm 
• synchrotron radiation detector (SRD) 

• particle ID (SR emission ~1/m4)

hermetic calorimeter 
• ECAL (E < Ebeam) 

• PbSc sandwich, 40 X0 

• segmented (2D) 
• HCAL (veto) 

• FeSc sandwich, 7 λ/module 
• WLS fibres in spirals (reduce 

leakage)
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generated by the primary e
�s in the target [9, 10]. A Geant4 based Monte Carlo

(MC) simulation used to study the detector performance, signal acceptance, and

background level, as well as the analysis procedure including selection of cuts and

estimate of the sensitivity are described in detail in Ref.[11].
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Figure 2. The left panel shows the measured distribution of events in the (EECAL;EHCAL)

plane from the combined run data at the earlier phase of the analysis. Another panel shows

the same distribution after applying all selection criteria. The dashed area is the signal box

which is open. The size of the signal box along the EHCAL axis is increased by a factor of

5 for illustration purposes. The side bands A and C are the ones used for the background

estimate inside the signal region.

The left panel in Fig. 2 shows the distribution of ' 3 ⇥ 104 events from the

reaction e
�
Z ! anything in the (EECAL;EHCAL) plane measured with loose selec-

tion criteria requiring mainly the presence of a beam e
� identified with the SR tag.

Events from the area I in the left panel of Fig. 2 originate from the QED dimuon

production, dominated by the reaction e
�
Z ! e

�
Z�; � ! µ

+
µ
� with a hard brems-

strahlung photon conversion on a target nucleus and characterized by the energy of

' 10 GeV deposited by the dimuon pair in the HCAL. This rare process was used as

a benchmark allowing to verify the reliability of the MC simulation, correct the sig-

nal acceptance, cross-check systematic uncertainties and background estimate [11].

The region II shows the SM events from the hadron electroproduction in the target

which satisfy the energy conservation EECAL+EHCAL ' 100 GeV within the energy

resolution of the detectors.

Finally, the following selection criteria were chosen to maximize the acceptance

for signal events and to minimize the numbers of background events: (i) The incoming

particle track should have the momentum 100±3 GeV and a small angle with respect

to the beam axis to reject large angle tracks from the upstream e
� interactions. (ii)

The energy deposited in the SRD detector should be within the SR range emitted

by e
�s and in time with the trigger. This was the key cut identifying the pure

– 6 –
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runs for invisible signature 
• 2016: 4.3 x 1010 EoT [Phys. Rev. D 97, 072002 (2018)] 
• 2017: 5.4 x 1010 EoT 
• 2018: 1.87 x 1011 EoT 
• total: 2.84 x 1011 EoT [Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 121801 (2019)]

signal region (scaled up by 5 in y-direction)

longitudinal shape of the shower in the ECAL should be
consistent with the one expected for the signal shower [48].
(iv) There should be no multiple hits activity in the straw-
tube chambers, which was an effective cut against hadron
electroproduction in the beam material upstream of the
dump, and no activity in VETO. Only ≃1.6 × 104 events
passed these criteria from combined runs.
There are several background sources shown in Table I

that may fake the signal: (i) loss of dimuons due to
statistical fluctuations of the signal or muon decays,
(ii) decays in flight of mistakenly SRD tagged π, K (iii) the
energy loss from the e− hadronic interactions in the beam
line due to the insufficient downstream detector coverage,
and (iv) punch-through of leading neutral hadrons ðn;K0

LÞ
produced in the e− interactions in the target. The back-
grounds (i) and (ii) were simulated with the full statistics of
the data. The background estimate in the case (iii) was
mainly obtained from data by the extrapolation of events
from the sideband C (EECAL > 50 GeV; EHCAL < 1 GeV)
shown in the right panel of Fig. 2 into the signal region and
assessing the systematic errors by varying the fit functions
selected as described in Ref. [38]. The shape of the
extrapolation functions was taken from the analysis of a
much larger data sample of events from case (iv), and cross-
checked with simulations of the e− hadronic interactions
in the dump. For case (iv), events from the region A
(EECAL < 50 GeV; EHCAL > 1 GeV) of Fig. 2, which are
pure neutral hadronic secondaries produced in the ECAL,
were used. The background (iv) was extracted from the
data themselves by using the longitudinal segmentation of
HCAL for the conservative punch-through probability
estimate. After determining all the selection criteria and
background levels, we unblind the data. No event in the
signal box was found, as shown in Fig. 2, allowing us to
obtain the mA0 -dependent upper limits on the mixing
strength.
In the final combined statistical analysis, runs I–III were

analyzed simultaneously using the multibin limit setting
technique [38] based on the RooStats package [52]. First,
the background estimate, efficiencies, and their corrections
and uncertainties were used to optimize the main cut
defining the signal box, by comparing sensitivities, defined
as an average expected limit calculated using the profile
likelihood method. The calculations were done with

uncertainties used as nuisance parameters, assuming their
log-normal distributions [53]. For this optimization, the
most important inputs were the expected values from the
background extrapolation into the signal region from
the data samples of runs I–III with their errors estimated
from the variation of the extrapolation functions. The
optimal cut was found to be weakly dependent on the A0

mass choice and can be safely set to EECAL ≲ 50 GeV for
the whole mass range.
The combined 90% confidence level (C.L.) upper

limits for ϵ were determined by using the modified
frequentist approach for confidence levels, taking the
profile likelihood as a test statistic in the asymptotic
approximation [54–56]. The total number of expected
signal events in the signal box was the sum of expected
events from the three runs,

NA0 ¼
X3

i¼ 1

Ni
A0 ¼

X3

i¼ 1

niEOTϵ
i
A0niA0ðϵ; mA0 ;ΔEeÞ; ð3Þ

where ϵiA0 is the signal efficiency in run i, and
niA0ðϵ; mA0 ;ΔEA0Þ is the signal yield per EOT generated
in the energy range ΔEe. Each ith entry in this sum was
calculated with simulations of signal events and processing
them through the reconstruction program with the same
selection criteria and efficiency corrections as for the data
sample from run i. The combined 90% C.L. exclusion
limits on the mixing strength as a function of the A0 mass,
calculated by taken into account the expected backgrounds
and estimated systematic errors, can be seen in Fig. 3. The
derived bounds are currently the best for the mass range
0.001≲mA0 ≲ 0.2 GeV obtained from direct searches of
A0 → invisible decays [17].

TABLE I. Expected background for 2.84 × 1011 EOT.

Background source Background, nb

(i) Dimuons 0.024 $ 0.007
(ii) π, K → eν, Ke3 decays 0.02 $ 0.01
(iii) e− hadron interactions in the beam line 0.43 $ 0.16
(iv) e− hadron interactions in the target <0.044
(v) Punch-through γ’s, cracks, holes <0.01

Total nb (conservatively) 0.53 $ 0.17

FIG. 3. The NA64 90% C.L. exclusion region in the (mA0 , ϵ)
plane. Constraints from the E787 and E949 [32,33], BABAR [39],
and recent NA62 [40] experiments, as well as the muon αμ
favored area are also shown. For more limits from indirect
searches and planned measurements see, e.g., Refs. [12–14].

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 123, 121801 (2019)

121801-4

https://arxiv.org/abs/1710.00971
https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.121801
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NA64 Sensitivity
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Figure 4. The top raw shows the NA64 limits in the (y;m�) plane obtained for ↵D = 0.5

(left panel) and ↵D = 0.1 (right panel) from the full 2016-18 data set. The bottom

raw shows the NA64 constraints in the (↵D;mA0) plane on the pseudo-Dirac (left panel)

and Majorana (right panel) DM. The limits are shown in comparison with bounds from

the results of the LSND and E137 [1], MiniBooNE [15], BaBar [13], and direct detection

experiments . The favoured parameters to account for the observed relic DM density for

the scalar, pseudo-Dirac and Majorana type of light DM are shown as the lowest solid line

in top plots.

3.4 Constraints on sub-GeV dark matter

Using constraints on the cross section of the DM annihilation freeze out (resulting in

Eq.(3.2)), and obtained limits on mixing strength of Fig. 3, one can derive constraints

on the LDM models, which are shown in the (y;m�) and (↵D;m�) planes in Fig. 4

for the masses m� . 1 GeV. The y limits are shown together with the favoured

parameters for scalar, pseudo-Dirac (with a small splitting) and Majorana scenario

of LDM taking into account the observed relic DM density [1]. The limits on the

variable y are calculated by using Eq.(3.3) under the convention ↵D = 0.1 and =0.5,

and mA0 = 3m� [1, 2]. This choice of the ↵D region is compatible with the bounds

derived based on the running of the dark gauge coupling arguments. The plot shows

also the comparison of our results with bounds from other experiments. It should

be noted that for smaller values of ↵D NA64 limits will be stronger, due to the fact

– 10 –

approved for running in 2021 

target: another 3 x 1011 EoT  

upgrade 2019/20 to tracker, 
ECal, electronics  

—> improved performance at 
higher beam intensities  

Phys. Rev. Lett. 123, 121801 (2019)

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.123.121801
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FIG. 5: Top: Electron energy (left) and pT (right) spectra for DM pair radiation process, at various dark
matter masses. Bottom Left: Selection efficiency for energy cut Ee < Ecut, as a function of Ecut, on
inclusive signal events, The nominal cut is Ecut = 0.3Ebeam.Bottom Right: Selection efficiency for pT cut
pT,e > pT,cut, as a function of pT,cut, on events with 50MeV < Ee < Ecut. In all panels, the numbers next
to each curve indicate A0 mass. Also included in each plot is the corresponding inclusive single electron
background distribution.

LDMX — Missing Momentum

!26

multi-GeV electron beam (planned)                                                                                                
default: 4/8 GeV@SLAC, parasitic at LCLS-II 

(potential alternative at CERN, up to 20 GeV)

goal: 1014 - 1016 EoT in few years

measure missing momentum (and energy) 
• powerful additional handle

(Light DM eXperiment)

Sampling 
Calorimeters

Beam

Tracking

DM

DM

E < EB

energy EB, 
4-16 GeV

Target
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p. 30

Mechanics and assembly

We have a generic concept but final engineered design needed for mechanics 
and assembly

Open questions
• Back HCal support structure 
• Side HCal module structure
• Back HCal assembly
• Services
• Interface with ECal

LDMX — Detector

!27

design paper  
arxiv:1808.05219

leveraging techniques from existing/planned experiments                                                                                               

tracking 
• simplified copy of Silicon Vertex Tracker (SVT) of HPS 

experiment@JLab 
• tagging tracker in 1.5T field 
• recoil tracker in fringe field 
• 0.1X0 W target

ECal 
• draw on design of CMS forward SiW calorimeter upgrade 

• fast, radiation hard, dense 
• high granularity (MIP ‘tracking’)

HCal 
• need highly efficient neutron veto  
• plastic scintillator, steel absorber (like Minos, Mu2e)

expect close to 0 background for 4x1014 EoT photon-veto
arxiv:1912.05535

small-scale 
experiment

https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.05219
https://arxiv.org/abs/1912.05535
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LDMX — Projected Sensitivity
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LDMX can explore a lot of new 
parameter space 

sensitive to various thermal targets 
already with pilot run 

further potential to probe all 
thermal targets up to O(100) MeV 

timescale: few years
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FIG. 76: The blue line is the sensitivity of the “Phase I” LDMX discussed throughout this whitepaper,
conservatively assuming 0.5 background events. A scaling estimate of the sensitivity of the scenario de-
noted by the “*” line in Table XIV is illustrated by the red line. We have again assumed low background,
which is consistent with the expected reductions (relative to our 4 GeV study) in both the yield of potential
background, and improved rejection power at higher energies.
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Summary

!29

extension of DM search programme to low mass is 
• well motivated!  
• progressing on broad front with complementary experiments 

• new approaches in direct detection 
• various accelerator based experiments 

• could only cover some examples here 
• sensitive to variety of models (no time to talk about)

broad interest in Dark Sector physics, many new initiatives
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Lots going on and more to come!

!30

Physics reach of PBC projects on 5 and 10-15 years timescales
PBC projects able to put bounds on the y versus m‰ plane are NA64++(e) on a 5-year

timescale and LDMX and SHiP on a 10-15 year timescale, as shown in Figure 24. NA64++(e)
and LDMX will use the missing energy/missing momentum techniques, respectively. SHiP,
instead, will exploit the elastic scattering of DM candidates with the electrons in the medium
of the emulsion-based neutrino detector. As such, SHiP is fully complementary to the other
two.

Figure 24: Dark Photon decaying to DM Elastic Scalar (top) or Pseudo-Dirac fermion
(bottom) particle. Prospects for PBC projects on a timescale of 5 years (NA64++, green
line) and 10-15 years (LDMX, red line and SHiP, blue line) are compared to the current
bounds (solid areas) and future experimental landscape (other solid and dashed lines). In
the limit computation we assume a dark coupling constant value –D = 0.1 and a ratio
between the dark photon AÕ and LDM ‰ masses mAÕ/m‰ = 3.
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.09966

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.09966


Thank you!
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Direct Detection 

!33

Direct detection: nuclear recoil due to WIMP scattering 
• sensitivity drops quickly below few GeV 

Many new ideas in recent years to get to lower masses 
• needs lower energy threshold 

• examples: 
• electron-DM scattering 
• semiconductors 

1310.8327

Direct Detection Landscape

The WIMP program is active, important, and exciting!
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Why not just direct detection?

!34

direct detection:  

strong spin/velocity dependency
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Thermal and Asymmetric Targets for DM-e Scattering

FIG. 17: Direct annihilation thermal freeze-out targets and asymmetric DM target for (left)
non-relativistic e-DM scattering probed by direct-detection experiments and (right) relativistic
accelerator-based probes. The thermal targets include scalar, Majorana, inelastic, and pseudo-
dirac DM annihilating through the vector portal. Current constraints are displayed as shaded ar-
eas. Both panels assume mMED = 3mDM and the dark fine structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ = 0.5.
These choices correspond to a conservative presentation of the parameter space for accelerator-
based experiments (see section VIG).

dump experiments, the mediator can be emitted by the incoming proton, or if kine-
matically allowed, from rare SM meson decays, while detection could proceed through
DM-nucleon scattering. Thus, proton beam-dump experiments are uniquely sensitive
to the coupling to quarks. On the other hand, leptonic couplings can be studied in
electron beam-dump and fixed target experiments, where the mediator is radiated o↵
the incoming electron beam. The DM is identified through its scattering o↵ electrons
at a downstream detector, or its presence is inferred as missing energy/momentum.

C. Experimental approaches and future opportunities

The light DM paradigm has motivated extensive developments during the last few years,
based on a combination of theoretical and proposed experimental work. As a broad orga-
nizing principle, these approaches can be grouped into the following generic categories:

• Missing mass: The DM is produced in exclusive reactions, such as e+e� ! �(A0
!

��̄) or e�p ! e�p(A0
! ��̄), and identified as a narrow resonance over a smooth

background in the recoil mass distribution. This approach requires a well-known initial
state and the reconstruction of all particles besides the DM. A large background usually
arises from reactions in which particle(s) escape undetected, and detectors with good
hermeticity are needed to limit their impact.
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accelerator-based probes. The thermal targets include scalar, Majorana, inelastic, and pseudo-
dirac DM annihilating through the vector portal. Current constraints are displayed as shaded ar-
eas. Both panels assume mMED = 3mDM and the dark fine structure constant ↵D ⌘ g2D/4⇡ = 0.5.
These choices correspond to a conservative presentation of the parameter space for accelerator-
based experiments (see section VIG).

dump experiments, the mediator can be emitted by the incoming proton, or if kine-
matically allowed, from rare SM meson decays, while detection could proceed through
DM-nucleon scattering. Thus, proton beam-dump experiments are uniquely sensitive
to the coupling to quarks. On the other hand, leptonic couplings can be studied in
electron beam-dump and fixed target experiments, where the mediator is radiated o↵
the incoming electron beam. The DM is identified through its scattering o↵ electrons
at a downstream detector, or its presence is inferred as missing energy/momentum.

C. Experimental approaches and future opportunities

The light DM paradigm has motivated extensive developments during the last few years,
based on a combination of theoretical and proposed experimental work. As a broad orga-
nizing principle, these approaches can be grouped into the following generic categories:

• Missing mass: The DM is produced in exclusive reactions, such as e+e� ! �(A0
!

��̄) or e�p ! e�p(A0
! ��̄), and identified as a narrow resonance over a smooth

background in the recoil mass distribution. This approach requires a well-known initial
state and the reconstruction of all particles besides the DM. A large background usually
arises from reactions in which particle(s) escape undetected, and detectors with good
hermeticity are needed to limit their impact.
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Current constraints

• Some assumptions are needed to plot constraints from 
missing mass/momentum/energy experiments

• We choose very conservative parameters: αD = 0.5 and mA/mχ = 3.
• These parameters lead to weak(est) constraints

For smaller values of αD or larger mass ratio, the constraints are weaker, while the 
targets are invariant.

at accelerators: relativistic production 

—> spin/velocity dependency reduced 

all thermal targets in reach!
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Proton II: SHiP — Search for Hidden Particles

!35

proposed experiment at CERN (Beam Dump Facility at SPS) 
• Comprehensive Design Study report in Dec 2019 
• 400 GeV proton beam, goal: 2x1020 POT in 5 years 
• search for weakly coupled long-lived particles (decay volume + spectrometer)  
• complementary for neutrino scattering and LDM search 

CERN-SPSC-2019-049

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2704147
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SND:  
• precision spectrometer (1.2T field)                  

+ muon detector 
• spectrometer: layers of absorber, nuclear 

emulsion, tracking (total absorber mass: 8t) 
• detect showers induced by electrons from 

elastic LDM scattering 
• nuclear emulsions provide topological 

discrimination against neutrino backgrounds

Scattering and neutrino detector

Essentially: ecal with micrometric tracking!

› 10 t detector 38m from the target

› Combination of nuclear emulsions and SciFi

trackers
› Similar to opera
› Reoptimised for SHiP

› Look for electron recoil signature

→ electron shower

Oliver Lantwin (Universität Zürich) ldma 2019, Venice 3

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2704147
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Proton II: SHiP — Sensitivity
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full simulation of neutrino backgrounds for 2x1020 POT

CERN-SPSC-2019-049
⌫e ⌫̄e ⌫µ ⌫̄µ all

Elastic scattering 81 45 56 35 217
Quasi - elastic scattering 245 236 481
Resonant scattering 8 126 134
Deep inelastic scattering - 14 14
Total 334 421 56 35 846

Table 3: Estimate of the neutrino backgrounds in the Light Dark Matter search with the SND for an
integrated proton yield of 2⇥ 1020 PoT.

Figure 5: SHiP exclusion limits at 90% CL as a function of the LDM mass M�, compared to the current
experimental limits by NA64 [24] and BaBar [25] (grey shaded area) and the predicted thermal relic
abundances. The coupling is provided as Y = ✏

2
↵D(M�/MA0 )4.

2.4 Neutrino physics at SHiP
The nuclear emulsion technology combined with the information provided by the SND muon identific-
ation system makes it possible to identify the three different neutrino flavours in the SND detector. The
neutrino flavour is determined through the flavour of the primary charged lepton produced in neutrino
charged-current interactions. The muon identification is also used to distinguish between muons and
hadrons produced in the ⌧ decay and, therefore, to identify the ⌧ decay channel. In addition, tracking in
the SND magnetic spectrometer will allow for the first time to distinguish between ⌫⌧ and ⌫⌧ by meas-
uring the charge of ⌧ decay products. The charge of hadrons and muons is measured by the Compact
Emulsion Spectrometer, the Muon Tracker, and by the muon identification system. The electron decay
channel of the ⌧ lepton is not considered for the discrimination of ⌫⌧ against ⌫⌧ .

The neutrino fluxes produced at the beam dump were estimated with FairShip, including the con-
tribution from cascade production in the target. The number of charged-current (CC) DIS interactions
in the neutrino target is evaluated by convoluting the generated neutrino spectrum with the cross-section
provided by GENIE. The expected number of CC DIS in the target of the SND detector is reported in
Table 4, and the corresponding energy spectra are shown in Figure 6.

By combining the overall neutrino CC DIS interaction yield in the target with the detection effi-
ciencies, it is possible to estimate the expected number of ⌫⌧ and ⌫⌧ interactions observed in the different
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CERN-SPSC-2019-049

ldm background

Fully simulated background over 5 years (2  1020 protons on target):

Background ᅸր ᅸր۽ ᅸᇋ ᅸᇋ۽ all

Elastic Scattering on Ԕ 81 45 56 35 217

Quasi-elastic Scattering 245 236 481

Resonant Scattering 8 77 85

Deep Inelastic Scattering 14 14

Total 334 372 56 35 797 › ᅸᇑ , ᅸᇑ۽ background negligible

Irreducible:

› Elastic scattering

› ᅸր۽ � ԟ ݂ Ԕ� � ԝ Reducible:

› Quasi-elastic: ᅸր � ԝ ݂ Ԕ � �ԟ
→ proton energy threshold crucial!

Oliver Lantwin (Universität Zürich) ldma 2019, Venice 4

0 background αD=0.1

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2704147
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2704147
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LDMX: Backgrounds
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essentially only 
instrumental backgrounds

incoming outgoing
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A special beam…

!38

looking for extremely rare signal  
—> need very large statistics

goal: 1014 - 1016 electrons in few years

beam energy ideally 4 GeV < EB < 20 GeV

—> beam with high duty-cycle

resolve individual particles 
  —> low number of electrons per bunch (≤10) 
  —> large beam spot

options (still an open question):  

SLAC (default, first stage)  
dedicated transfer line from LCLS-II   
                       (Linac Coherent Light Source) 

CERN (later stage) 
 new Linac injecting electrons into SPS      
                        (Super Proton Synchrotron)
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S30XL @ LCLS-II @ SLAC

energy: 4 (8) GeV 

bunch frequency: 46 MHz (186 MHz) 

4x1014 EoT year 1 

parasitic

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/MME/Publications+and+Presentations

(Sector 30 Transfer Line)

Goal: Parasitically extract low-current, high-
rate electron beam from LCLS-II linac 

Physics program spans dark matter physics 
(LDMX), neutrino physics (electro-nuclear 
scattering as reference), test beam program…

!39

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/MME/Publications+and+Presentations
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S30XL @ LCLS-II @ SLAC

37

DASEL Phase I

BSY dump 

DASEL 

Soft X-Ray FEL 

Hard X-Ray FEL 

Beam Kickers 

LCLS-II SCRF Linac 

Laser system to fill “unused” buckets with 
electrons for DASEL 
•  Use rejected pulses from LCLS-II laser 

(46 MHz) 

Beamline connecting to ESA line 
•  3 dipoles & 11 quads (all refurbished) 

DASEL kicker/septum system 
downstream of FEL kickers to minimize 
interference 
•  Based on LCLS-II design but with 

longer kicker pulse 

laser system to fill unused buckets 
with electrons for S30XL

S30XL beamline 
to Endstation A

S30XL kicker/septum system 
downstream of FEL kickers 
(min. interference)

Endstation A

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/MME/Publications+and+Presentations

(Sector 30 Transfer Line)

!40

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/MME/Publications+and+Presentations
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Staged approach: 

• first: S30 Accelerator Improvement Project                                                                                      
(kicker & ~100m beamline – ending in beam switchyard) 

• Design underway following funding in FY19; release of 
construction funding expected after successful review 
(~early January) 

• Installation timeframe: depends on LCLS-II downtime 
schedule 

• Enable characterization of dark current, long-pulse 
kicker demonstration, single-electron QED tests, and 
high-rate single electron test beam 

• second: additional ~100m beamline to connect to 
existing End Station A line, potentially laser system

S30XL @ LCLS-II @ SLAC

S30XL  
Beamline

Existing A-
Line

S30XL Kicker

End Station A

LCLS

— existing LCLS 
— existing ESA 
— S30XL proposal SLAC Linac

(Sector 30 Transfer Line)

!41
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eSPS at CERN
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A primary electron beam facility at CERN

T. Åkesson
1
, Y. Dutheil

2
, L. Evans

2
, A. Grudiev

2
, S. Stapnes

2

On behalf of PBC-acc-e-beams⇤ working group

1
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

2
Lund University, Lund, Sweden

Tuesday 29
th

May, 2018

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the electron beam facility at CERN with the proposed beam cycles.

This document describes the concept of a primary electron beam facility at CERN, to be used for searching dark gauge
forces and light dark matter. The electron beam is produced through three stages: A Linac accelerates electrons from a
photo-cathode to 3.5GeV. This beam is injected into the Super Proton Synchrotron, SPS, and accelerated at up to 16GeV.
Finally, the accelerated beam is slowly extracted to an experiment, followed by a fast dump of the remaining electrons to
another beamline. The beam requirements are optimized using the requirements of the Light Dark Matter eXperiment,
LDMX [1], as benchmark

Electron acceleration and extraction

Electrons are produced and accelerated to 3.5GeV using a high-gradient Linac that employs the technologies devel-
oped by the Compact LInear Collider (CLIC) [2] research program.

A 0.1GeV S-band photo-injector produces the electron beam. Most relevant here is the laser allowing a wide range
of beam time-structure to be produced. Following the source is a 3.4GeV X-Band high-gradient Linac which technology
was developed by the CLIC research program. The design uses fixed cells 5.3m long capable of accelerating 200 ns trains
by 264MeV. Each cell makes use of a klystron, modulator and pulse compressor feeding power to 8 copper accelerating
structures.

Table 1 summarizes the beam and Linac parameters proposed. Both beam parameters and Linac elements are the product
of the CLIC research program and were experimentally proven feasible. Although highly technical this method to accelerate
electrons to 3.5GeV does not represent a technical risk as all elements exist commercially or can be ordered.

⇤PBC-acc-e-beams@cern.ch

1

flexible parameters:  
• energy: 3.5 - 16 GeV  
• electrons per bunch:  1 - 40 
• bunch spacing: multiples of 5 ns 
• adjustable beam size

• 3.5 GeV Linac as injector to SPS 
• large number of electrons can be 

filled within 2s 
• slow extraction over 10s 
• can run in parallel with other SPS 

programme

Expression of interest to SPSC in October 2018 https://cds.cern.ch/record/2640784 Input to Strategy Update (#36)

Get e- back in CERN accelerators, next step for X-band linac developed for CLIC, accelerator R&D

optimal catering for LDMX-like experiment

arxiv:1805.12379 arxiv:1905.07657

Idea ~2 years ago, quickly picked up momentum

https://cds.cern.ch/record/2640784
https://indico.cern.ch/event/765096/contributions/3295600/
https://arxiv.org/abs/1805.12379
https://arxiv.org/abs/1905.07657
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result, by running future BDE and ABDE with positron
beams. The total accumulated (positron) charge and the
detection efficiency of LDM is assumed to be similar
to that of the electron-beam counterparts. Nowadays,
positron beams with such characteristics are not available.
However, proposals to run future experiments at JLab [19]
and CERN are currently under discussion. For example, the
NA64 experiment could already take data with a positron
beam in the LHC run III [26]. In the calculation, we
assumed the same A0-strahlung contribution, at the first
order, for e− and eþ beams [27]. Positron annihilation
mechanisms, instead, significantly improve the reach, since
the secondary positron spectrum is enhanced in the case of
a positron beam (see Fig. 2).
In conclusion, we demonstrated that in a positron-rich

environment, such as the electromagnetic shower produced
by the interaction of GeV electrons or positrons with a
beam dump, eþ resonant and nonresonant annihilation are
two LDM production mechanisms potentially competitive
with the widely considered A0-strahlung. We included the
two diagrams in Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) in the calculation of the
exclusion limits for null results of electron BDE and ABDE
obtaining, in some selected kinematics, up to an order of
magnitude gain in sensitivity. In particular, the best
exclusion limit set by E137 is pushed down by a factor
of ∼10 for mχ in the range (20–40 MeV=c2). These results
show that positron annihilation needs to be included for a
correct evaluation of all the LDM exclusion limits obtained
from electron beam-dump experiments. We also speculated

about running the same experiments with a genuine
positron beam. The significant gain in sensitivity we found
suggests to consider positron-beam experiments in future
LDM searches.
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FIG. 3. Left: Continuous lines show exclusion limits at 90% C.L. for electron BDE and ABDE due to resonant and nonresonant
positron annihilation (only). Dashed lines show exclusion limits obtained by considering A0-strahlung only. The combined exclusion
region is shown as a filled area: Light gray indicates previous limits (including E137, BABAR [28], and Liquid Scintillator Neutrino
Detector [29]); dark gray shows the effect of including positron annihilation on existing limits. Different colors correspond to
the different experiments: E137 (blue), BDX (magenta), NA64 (yellow), and LDMX (brown). Limits are given for the parameter
y≡ αDε2½mχ=ðmA0Þ%4 as a function ofmχ . The prescription αD ¼ 0.5,mA0 ¼ 3mχ is adopted when applicable. Right: The same as in the
left plot but for possible positron-beam BDE and ABDE. Exclusion limits are derived assuming the same (positron) charge and
experimental efficiency quoted for the corresponding e−-beam setup.
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LDM received strong attention in recent years, motivat-
ing many theoretical and phenomenological studies. It also
stimulated the reanalysis and interpretation of old data and
promoted new experimental programs to search for both the
A0 and LDM states [5,6]. In this context, accelerator-based
experiments that make use of a lepton beam of moderate
energy (∼10 GeV) on a thick target or a beam dump show
a sizable sensitivity to a wide area of LDM parameter
space. Different experimental approaches are possible, each
affected by different backgrounds and with specific sensi-
tivity to model parameters. In beam-dump experiments
(BDE) [7], an intense primary beam is dumped on a passive
thick target followed by a significant amount of shielding
material. Beside the cascade of SM particles, electrons or
positrons stopped in the beam dump may produce an A0

decaying to a χ=χ̄ particle pair, thus resulting in an effective
LDM secondary beam. Having a small coupling to ordinary
matter, LDM particles propagate through the shielding
region to the detector. Scattering on electrons and nuclei of
the detector active material may result in a detectable signal
(in the following, we will focus only on the χ − escattering
process). Active beam-dump experiments (ABDE), instead,
use the active dump as a detector, exploiting the missing-
energy signature of produced and undetected χ to identify
the signal [8]. The active dump, detecting the EM shower,
allows us to measure the energy of individual leptons of
a monochromatic beam, provided a beam current is low
enough to avoid pile-up effects. When an energetic A0 is
produced, its (invisible) decay products will carry away a
significant fraction of the primary beam energy, thus
resulting in a visible defect in the energy deposited in
the active dump. Signal events are identified when the
missing energy, defined as the difference between the
beam energy and the detected energy, exceeds a minimum
value ECUT

miss . A variation of the previous technique is repre-
sented by missing-momentum experiments. A thin, passive
target with a fast particle tracker is added upstream of the
EM calorimeter to measure the momentum of each scat-
tered lepton. Employing a thin target, missing-momentum
experiments are characterized by a lower signal yield, but the
measurement of the momentum, correlated with the energy
measured by the calorimeter, allows for a more effective
background rejection. Missing-momentum experiments
can also perform a missing-energy search, by ignoring the
tracker and using the calorimeter-only information.
Dark photons can be generated in collisions of GeV

electrons or positrons with a fixed target by the processes
depicted in Fig. 1. For experiments with electron beams,
only diagram (a), analogous to ordinary photon brems-
strahlung, has been included in production estimates for
beam-dump setups (we refer to Ref. [9] for a critical
discussion of the limitations of the widely usedWeizsäcker-
Williams approximation within this context). The improve-
ment on existing exclusion limits including diagrams (b)
and (c) has been discussed in Ref. [10] in the context of

visible A0 decay. Regarding fixed target experiments with
positron beams, the effect of diagram (b) has been included
in the evaluation of the reach for thin-target setups [11–13].
Only recently has the contribution of positron annihilation
to the A0 production and subsequent visible decay been
evaluated for a beam-dump experiment [14], finding
that, for selected kinematics, it provides the dominant
contribution.
In this Letter, we focus on the effect of positron

annihilation in lepton beam-dump experiments searching
for LDM through A0 invisible decay. We noticed that, in a
positron-rich environment produced by the high-energy
electron or positron showering in the dump, contributions
from nonresonant (eþ þ e− → γ þ A0) and resonant
(eþ þ e− → A0) annihilation can be sizable. These mech-
anisms significantly enhance the BDE and ABDE reach
and have to be considered for a correct evaluation of the
exclusion area in LDM parameter space. We calculated
the contribution of positron annihilation for past and future
electron beam-dump experiments: E137 and LDMX at
SLAC [15,16], NA64 at CERN [17], and BDX at JLab
[18]. In the context of recent efforts toward a new
generation of positron-beam experiments [19], we also
investigated the sensitivity of the same experimental setups
replacing the e− beam with an eþ beam.
We estimated the positron-annihilation contributions

using Monte Carlo simulations, as described in detail in
Ref. [10] for A0 production in the thick target. The
experimental setups (beam-dump geometry and materials)

(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 1. Three different A0 production modes in fixed target
lepton beam experiments: (a) A0-strahlung in e−=eþ-nucleon
scattering; (b) A0-strahlung in eþe− annihilation; (c) resonant A0

production in eþe− annihilation.
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FIG. 5: The parameter space for LDM and future experimental projections in the y vs. m� plane plotted
against the thermal relic targets for representative scalar and fermion DM candidates coupled to a dark
photon A0 – see text for a discussion. The red dashed curve represents the ultimate reach of an LDMX-style
missing momentum experiment.

The annihilation cross section for this model is p-wave suppressed, so �v(��⇤
! ff̄) /

v2 and therefore requires a slightly larger coupling to achieve freeze out relative to other
scenarios. This model also yields elastic signatures at direct detection experiments, so it
can be probed with multiple complementary techniques. The thermal target and parameter
space for this model are presented in the lower left panel of Fig. 5.

• Scalar Inelastic Dark Matter: In this scenario, � is a complex scalar particle with U(1)D
breaking mass terms (by analogy to the SU(2)W breaking mass terms of particles in the
Standard Model). Therefore, � couples to A0 inelastically and must transition to a slightly
heavier state in order to scatter through the current

Jµ
D = i(�⇤

1@
µ�2 � �⇤

2@
µ�1) , (6)

which typically suppresses direct detection signals even for small mass differences between


